HOLYHEALTHY.COM
Canada's Human Trafficking, RCMP Crimes, Corporate Criminals, SOLUTION,
Canadastreetnews.com // Canada's Child Crimes Kid's Next Door

10 05 2009 (17=8 numerology 8=infinity/completion)
Download REAL PLAYER HERE and record the videos that you need IMMEDIATELY. Software Downloads and
Teleport Pro will allow you to grab websites that you want.

YOUR GOVERNMENTS, MEDIA, LAW and
RELIGIOUS LEADERS are EXTREMELY
DANGEROUS.
There is finally enough internet access to PROVE TO
YOU THAT I AM NOT DELUSIONAL. THIS IS URGENT
AND EXTREMELY SERIOUS
The grid system will go down. The Illuminati plan
to depopulate 3/4 of the population thru
engineered disasters, wars, vaccinations,
plagues, famine and violence. FEMA CAMPS are
ready to exterminate millions.
They want to enslave the 44yr old and under
worker bees-A microchipped, mindless
population.
JUST like in WW2, they will target
revolutionaries and the religious faithfuls such astorah Jews and Muslims, bible believing Christians.
The problem is in the secret
societies such as the HIGH
RANKING FREEMASONS and KNIGHTS. The manipulation is from
the VATICAN and BRITISH EMPIRE. AshkeNAZI Jews are fake
European Jews that are Luciferian atheists.
NEW AGE Agenda is A LUCIFERIAN PLOY to STEAL YOUR SOUL.
DO NOT buy into any Ascended Masters, RAPTURES or UFO
rescues. They have underground cities on EARTH and bases on the
MOON and MARS. You will be enslaved and used as food.
REPTILIAN DRACOS occupy the 4rth dimension and possess
humans. They will be visible soon.
If you are out of work now and reading this website, then the
CREATOR WANTS YOUR ATTENTION. STAY out of FEAR, don't believe the
disinfo media.
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Clear yourselves of mind controlling drugs, alcohol or any food or habits that
drain your energy, such as sexual promiscuity. Strengthen your local
communities and wait for EDEN.
Once this drama dissipates (because there is going to be a war for souls), the
EARTH will experience EDEN once more.
LOVE YOU ALL....NAMASTE DANA

June 22 to 30 2010

(June 26 Full Moon= 06 26
2010= 6-11 or 8)

SATANIC
ILLUMINATI
INVADE TORONTO.
CANADIAN POLICE
and Politicians are
Spineless COWARDS!
USELESS.
(King

Cop Bill Blair-You can't act. Your cops are the terrorists. Who killed
Tori Stadford?)

Hired Thugs and COP CAR FIRES. You're Fired
You pay off your debt. You get verichipped.
Run to your UNDERGROUND BASES. You are
Reptilians

Traitor

and

FEMA BOUND!

HUMAN MEAT

for the

GREYS

and

Those who received videos are accountable! . http://www.holyhealthy.com//The
%20following%20had%20videos%20sent%20to%20them.htm
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What a stage. LIVE on ZIONIST NEWS!

666 BEAST AGENDA CRAMNOTE

GLOBAL ENSLAVEMENT ALERT!
BYE BYE Canada.
You will RISE from the Ashes FIRST!
Toronto RIP

(rainbow warrior energy

here)

G20 Terrorism Begins. CN rail

to

strike Sunday.

LOCK DOWN. FEMA
CAMPs, Underground Bases,
orchestrated Earthquakes, Global
Puppets all in TORONTO.
Vatican's ANTICHRIST, Beast Bribe, UFOs, REVELATION PLOT
PENDING.
NESARA, First UFO RAPTURE to MARS- ENSLAVEMENT!
NESARA and ASHTAR COMMAND will remove the Illuminati to appear as
your SAVIOURS SEE NESARA DECEPTION. pdf
FALSE PROPHETS /FAKE MESSIAHS AHEAD PLAYLIST-Including but not
limited to: Michael Noel Prescott, Sprm David Rockefeller, Tonya Elizabeth Stracener Kane ( Sangrailian), Pindar
the Dragon Lord, Draken, Sherrie Lea Laird, Brian Leonard Golightly Marshall, Michelle Nye,.. More Children of
BELIAL to follow

HUMANITY has the POWER WITHIN to be their own
deliverer.
YOU MUST GET INTO BROTHERLY, UNCONDITIONAL
LOVE.
HUMANITY MUST TAKE BACK HER/HIS POWER.

WORSHIP NO ONE!

You are DIVINE. FORGIVE EACHOTHER.
LOVE ONE ANOTHER. HARM NONE

www.serenityglobal.com
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CanadaStreetNews.com Nesara Beast 666 Warning pdf

What is Unholy and Unhealthy
about this situation?
You need to study this
carefully.

Our future depends on holding these
people in power
ACCOUNTABLE!
Those who I have sent videos to, are guilty of covering up corruption,
murder and sexual/ritual abuse of children.

THE JESUITS/ VATICAN are the
ILLUMINATI CONTROLLERS!
This is dedicated to all the Wage Slaves out there, who long to be
FREE and have no time to THINK FOR THEMSELVES! Alleluia!
http://www.holyhealthy.com//The%20following%20had%20videos%20sent%20to%20them.htm
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Nazi Germany - A Creation of the Vatican and Jesuits// Important - Answer
to HOW America has been destroyed

The Illuminati

is clearly responsible for 9-11 and other terrorist
attacks. These are people who are in positions of Law, Education, Media,
Insurance, Banking, Medicine, Business, Religion, Military, Drugs (legal and
illegal), organized crime and Politics.
Evidence was sent to these criminals, yet they deny they know anything!
They will now be exposed for their crimes to humanity.
Watch the Videos below.

( view or download by right click and Save Target as)

Those listed, have these videos. They are accountable. It is their JOB!
See the list on the left. They are your leaders.
VIDEOS THAT THEY HAVE (www.hiddenmysteries.com)
High Speed Internet is needed to view these videos.
Contact us for a computer formatted DVD if you cannot download the
videos.

Illuminazi 911

or Google Video (make sure these links stays up)

Robot's Rebellion or UTUBE Video
MIND CONTROL OUT OF CONTROL or
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=292771133640787454&ei=FXO5SonRMYnYrQLzlqDvCg&q=mind+control+out+of+control&hl=en#

The Book Your Church Doesn't Want you to READ
download here

Revelations of a Mother Goddess

or

http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=1289338414420676723

THIS IS A REPTILIAN RED PILL FOR SURE
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Not sent to those accountable on the list, but these videos are extremely
important.

PROBLEM
Some videos are timed out due to heavy viewing. Try the link to the site by clicking
on the title of the program.

Benny Hinn Satanic worship? Second Beast Revelation
13 - Counterfeit Fire
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The Unites States in Bible Prophecy. This video is not directly against any persons involved on the
scene, but Revelation 13 gives a warning against following the systems and counterfeit movements
that match the characteristics given - leading toward strong delusion and recieving the mark of the
beast.
"The papal church will never relinquish her claim to infallibility. All that she has done in her
persecution of those who reject her dogmas she holds to be right; and would she not repeat the same
acts, should the opportunity be presented? Let the restraints now imposed by secular governments
be removed and Rome be reinstated in her former power, and there would speedily be a revival of her
tyranny and persecution." GC Chapter 35 Liberty of Conscience Threatened
------- ------And he cried mightily with a strong voice, saying, Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and is become
the habitation of devils, and the hold of every foul spirit, and a cage of every unclean and hateful bird.
For all nations have drunk of the wine of the wrath of her fornication, and the kings of the earth have committed
fornication with her, and the merchants of the earth are waxed rich through the abundance of her delicacies.
And I heard another voice from heaven, saying, Come out of her, my people, that ye be not partakers of her sins,
and that ye receive not of her plagues. Revelation 18:2-4
And the light of a candle shall shine no more at all in thee; and the voice of the bridegroom and of the bride shall
be heard no more at all in thee: for thy merchants were the great men of the earth; for by thy sorceries were all
nations deceived. Revelation 18:23

Took The Children Away
A song sung by Australian, Archie Roach about the forcible removal of the children of his
people. Pictures are Canadian First Nations Children who were also forcibly removed from
their homes in the late 1800's and early to late 1900's.

Canada's Genocide against North American Indians
This is the story of so-called "Indian residential Schools" in British
Columbia, as told by Kevin Annett. While he lost his job, his family and his
livelihood trying to bring these crimes to the open, the victims of these
horrendous crimes lost much much more. 50,000 children lost their lives.
Survivors witnessed murders and tell stories of torture, rape, cruel medical
experiments, forced abortions and sterilizations. Some schools were still
forcibly interring Indian children as late as 1970. The Canadian government
and the churches involved have virtually gotten away with these crimes.

Indian Residential Schools in Canada the painful legacy
Canada's Indian Residential School system was responsible for the loss of
culture and self-identity for hundreds of thousands of Aboriginal children.
Recently, the government has made an apology to former students and the
First Nations, in general, for the policy that was the root cause of many of
the problems in aboriginal communities and with individuals, today.
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As well, legal cases - both individual as well as class-action -- have gone forward
against individuals for physical, mental and sexual abuse perpetrated by staff at
these schools.
The government has instituted dispute resolution processes to deal with cases of
abuse, as a method of achieving healing.
The Common Experience Payment, a landmark agreement involving the federal and
provincial governments, the courts, First Nations groups, the communities and
individuals to compensate every former Residential School Student in Canada for
each year they spent in Residential School is well under way. It marked an historic
point in Canadian history, a turning point in the treatment and recognition of
Aboriginal people across Canada.
In the next several years, The Truth and Reconciliation Commission will begin
hearings to bring about healing to those people who lost loved ones to the system,
who were damaged physically and emotionally by their removal to Residential
School, and to bring together the Native peoples and the rest of Canada.
Added: February 17, 2008
YouTube seems to be messing with the timing of the images. They run at a
significantly different pace from the original on LiveVideo. However, I am not going
to edit a third time just for YouTube

Warning! Sound the Alarm! Alternative Media Infiltrated
The Origin of Eric Phelps - Why he exposes Jesuits

PROBLEM
REACTION
SOLUTION
The Emperor has NO CLOTHES! Surprised?
Unfit to TEACH? Who is? Not me!
SEE full article in TORONTO STREET NEWS here
Dangerous Suppression article here
330 DVD's of holyhealthy.com were distributed to Catholic students in York
Region in Nov 2006. The youth must expose this horrific corruption.
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York Catholic Board and OECTA will not do anything to expose the
dangerous suppression that they have been concealing since at least 2003.
Here is the York Catholic Board's response to the Holyhealthy.com DVD's,
after they were delivered to students on the morning of Nov 23, at all
Catholic schools in York Region. Parent-teacher night occurred at many of
those schools on Thurs Nov 23, 2006.
Letter warning me about trespassing on York Catholic property. No mention
about the information that was found in the envelopes that were on school
property where students tend to walk. Why would I be charged with
trespassing? Many people enter school property unauthorized. I am a
certified teacher. I did work for the BOARD since 1989. Why the threat?
Download all Labour Relations Court Documents here. The case remains in
APPEALS. Stagnant. Stalled. Trying to break my spirit, but I only get stronger

Picture of the retirement party in Nov 2003. I had to resign from permanent teaching
to preserve my good standing with the school board as a permanent fulltime teacher.
The school board ignored my emails in Feb 2003 ( see emails to the media link) and
I knew that my life would be endangered if I challenged the corruption, while
employed with the school board that had caused me so much suffering for lesser
reasons in the past.

The OECTA union is trying to accuse me of being unfit to teach....however due to the
trauma that I experienced as a full time teacher in Holy Cross in Woodbridge 1992
and 1995, when I challenged Cosmo Modafferi's harassment, I had no choice but to
resign from my permanent position and resume supply teaching after the retirement
ceremony. Nevertheless, York Catholic board has black balled me from teaching in
any public school system.
http://www.holyhealthy.com//The%20following%20had%20videos%20sent%20to%20them.htm
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They would like to put me on Long Term Disability, bankrupt www.jrgenius.com and
keep me under their control. That WILL NOT HAPPEN. This would be a fraudulent
claim to the insurance company.
I am not disabled, not on any meds, and have been teaching in a First Nations
private school for 7 months without any sick days or problems. The employer is not
aware of the Labour Relations case, thus I have been able to teach successfully and
cover a maternity leave under contract, which ends March 2006.
LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION FROM THIS TEACHING CONTRACT Mar 2006
My Resume 2008
LISTEN TO tape from Meeting with OECTA YORK UNION PRESIDENT Feb 2005 trying
to get me on disability. (Listen to min 26-28 for the phrase where I mentioned
the Illuminati and was interrupted by Ed Chudak and forced to change the
subject)
Letter to Ed Chudak OECTA Mar 13 2005 (pdf)
Letter to Labour Relations Vice Chair Ian Anderson May 19, 2005(pdf)
Letter to Labour Relations Vice Chair Ian Anderson April 10, 2006(pdf)
Letter to Labour Relations Vice Chair Ian Anderson April 23, 2006(pdf)
Letter from Dr. Macmichael to Vice Chair Anderson April 26, 2006(pdf)
Lawyers covering up the Suppression in Education. I will be holding them
accountable as the truth is exposed.
John Woon-Filion Wakely Thorup Angeletti ( Management Labour Lawyers)
jwoon@filion.on.ca
Bernard Hanson-Cavalluzzo Hayes Shilton McIntyre & Cornish (Lawyer for
OECTA)bhanson@cavalluzzo.com

The WAY to an A !

Jr. Genius International Schools

As INDIGO and Crystal Children...you are the LIGHT, not another BRICK in the WALL.

Pink Floyd - Another Brick in the Wall

Holyhealthy.com in detail about the York Catholic District School Board
http://www.holyhealthy.com//The%20following%20had%20videos%20sent%20to%20them.htm
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330 DVD's of holyhealthy.com were distributed to Catholic students in Yor k
Region in Nov 2006. The youth must expose this horrific corruption.
York Catholic Board and OECTA will not do anything to expose the
dangerous suppression that they have been concealing since at least 2003.
Here is the York Catholic Board's response to the Holyhealthy.com DVD's,
after they were delivered to students on the morning of Nov 23, at all
Catholic schools in York Region. Parent-teacher night occurred at many of
those schools on Thurs Nov 23, 2006.
Letter warning me about trespassing on York Catholic property. No mention
about the information that was found in the envelopes that were on school
property where students tend to walk. Why would I be charged with
trespassing? Many peopl e enter school property unauthorized. I am a
certified teacher. I did work for the BOARD since 1989. Why the threat?
Download all Labour Relations Court Documents here. The case remains in
APPEALS. Stagnant. Stalled. Trying to break my spirit, but I only get stronger

The following had videos sent to them which all include
ILLUMINAZI 9-11, Revelations of a Mother Goddess, Robots
Rebellion and either combination of The Book Your Church Doesn't
Want You to Read, None Dare Call it Murder or Mind Control,
Out of Control. (See downloads on homepage)
These were sent from 2003-2005 by mail using return addresses from prominent
people so that they would view the video with some serious thought. I kept
anonymous until I approached my school board and OECTA union with my concerns
about the NWO plans.
Amnesty International USA (Feb 2003) from Canadian amnesty international
New York Fire Fighters Union (Feb 2003)
Rudy Giuliani - Former Mayor of New York (Feb 2003)
Chief of Police in California (Feb 2003)
Ontario Teachers Pension Plan (Feb 2003)
OECTA (Feb 2003)
Toronto Police Union-outside office on stairwell. 12 hours (Feb 2003)
Mel Lastman (Feb 2003) Prior Toronto Mayor
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Julian Fantino (March 2003) Toronto Police Chief
CBC newsroom Ottawa (sent 30 hours of videos and Black Pope info) Feb 2003
CBC Toronto newsroom (Feb 2003)
GLOBAL TV (handed to camera man at Belinda Stronach's campaign at Aurora
High ( March 2004)
Richmond Hill Fire Dept- left on windshield of a red truck. Jan 2003

Religious Leaders that I thought I could trust
Return addresses were all from youth church groups in Canada
Jack Van Impe - Jan 2003
John Haggee Cornerstone Church Jan 2003
Hank Hanagraaf Jan 2003
Charles Stanley Jan 2003
Michael Coren LIVE Feb 2003.
Charles Price The PEOPLES CHURCH Feb 2003.
Bruxy Cavey Jan/ March 2003 The Meeting HOUSE pastor. 12 hours
Mark Wagner Jan 2003 Salvation Army Richmond Hill Community Church pastor.

GOVERNMENT
Steve Harper (April 2003) with note attached. Dear Mr STEVE LACKY HARPER. GOD
IS WATCHING YOU. WE KNOW WHAT YOUR AGENDA IS.
Belinda Stronach (March 2004)-handed it to her campaign representative at Aurora
High in an envelope. She got it because she cancelled the meeting with GLOBAL TV
the next day.
David Orchard-return address from Dalton McGuinty. Sept 2003
Paul Millar (lawyer for 911 victims)- Sent from Dalton Mc Guinty return address.
Sept 2003
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Dalton McGuinty-Mailed to his campaign office. Ontario Premier (Sept 2003)
Dr. Helena Jaczek (York regional head of HEALTH (Sept 2003) ran as
Oakridges Provincial Liberal candidate. I sadly supported and trusted her. She got a
video anonymously on Illuminazi, None Dare Call it Murder, Megamurder of AIDS and
Alien 51. I tried to hand her 2 times, the cure for AIDS and Cancer (which she
ignored), and then I gave her a congratulations gift with the research enclosed along
with healing teas, Food Grade Hydrogen Peroxide and sea salts. (I thought she would
win over Frank Klees. He too is New World Order. She lost the HUGE GOLD GIFT BAG
that I left on her desk in the Richmond Hill campaign office according to the
campaign manager. She NEVER even called me or thanked me for the gift anyway.
SHE IS FULLY AWARE OF THE CURES WITH OXYGENATION. No money in healthy
people though.
Director of Markham Stouville Hospital (John Haley). Met him for a drink at
Jack Astors during the SARS crisis. He stayed on his cell and consumed lots of booze.
After being able to say something to him, he refused to look at the video on AIDS.
I emailed him the cure for AIDS (OXYGENATION- with hydrogen peroxide) and the
black pope stuff anyway. Never heard from him, until I saw him at Helena Jaczek's
election event at Shoeless Joes during the political debate.
Bill Blaikie got one from Jack Layton (Feb 2003) House of Commons NDP
Gilles Duceppe-Bloq Q House of Commons (Feb 2003)
Sheila Copps (12 hours) Feb/April 2003 ( she too has been blackballed by the
Illuminati) Liberal candidate for Prime Minister
Carolyn Parish March 2003 mailed from Sheila Copps. Liberal-House of
Commons
Jean Chretien-Canadian Prime Minister (Mar 2003 and April 2003) Mailed from
the CIIA (Canadian Institute of International Affairs). (Thanks for not taking Canada
to war with BUSH! He listened. )
Most Canadian Embassies in the USA-March 2003. Sent from Ottawa Parliament
return address (Sussex Ave)
New York Reporters who appeared genuine. March 2003
UNITED NATIONS AMBASSADORS in New York in Mar 2003 received copies from
a dear ambassador friend of mine in New York. 2000 were copied and distributed
anonymously. CNN Paula Zahn also has a copy from him. They are friends.
July 7, 2004 emailed this note and attachments and sent video with copy of this
note to Mayor David Miller.
July 4, 2004 York Regional intelligence police officer Lesley Quirk was kind
enough to pay me a visit after receiving the video and note. She said however that it
http://www.holyhealthy.com//The%20following%20had%20videos%20sent%20to%20them.htm
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would be kept on file and that it was not in the York Region's Jurisdiction to be able
to do anything about this global conspiracy.
Jan 1, 2005 Paul Martin (Unelected Prime Minister) with a note reminding him
of his accountability. Return address was Jr Genius (not anonymous any longer)
Feb 17, 2005 Ann McClennan Deputy Prime Minister with these notes .
Return address was Jr. Genius (not anonymous any longer)

OTHER PARTIES THAT RECEIVED VIDEOS
Markham firefighters May 22, 2004 outside Markville Mall's BEST BUY. Told them
to tell Julian Fantino and Dalton McGuinty to do their homework
High school kids in York Region Catholic schools (May 20, 2004) I told them to
get the word out.
May 26 2004 video dropped off with this note to Police station Markham/Milner
in Scarborough.
Video on desk at Richmond Hill police station.
Jack Layton (May 2004) was faxed twice and emailed twice. I told him that I sent
the videos and I knew who was corrupt and who wasn't. I asked him if he was
Illuminati. I HAVEN'T HEARD BACK from him. I faxed him and told him May 20,
2004, that he must be Illuminati, since he didn't respond.
Dr. Don Meecha-Beth Sar Shalom Pastor (At Finch and Yonge.) March 2004. I
asked him if he would be mentioning the Illuminati in his talk on Revelations at
PEOPLES CHURCH. He didn't want to get into it. Tended toward blaming Islam and
calling Israel the BRIDE of Christ. The next week, I returned and gave him 12 hours
of info. He took it, but said he would be gone for a few days. I told him that he could
have it, that I gave these to all the pastors and that Charles Price had a copy from
last year.
April 2004 Cecilia Zhang's funeral was held at PEOPLES CHURCH. Her father was
left a video and copied info on SATAN'S CHILDREN and WHERE HAVE ALL THE
CHILDREN GONE- from David Icke's book, The Biggest Secret. I put it on his
doorstep after the media left from her house on Tues March 30, 2004. People were
still present at the outside vigil when I walked up to the steps.
Joy Vance (Continuing Education) York Region Public Board (April 2004). Put
envelope in outmail while I left the service provider meeting for York Region. I was
black balled from doing Grade Growers because I have this secret knowledge.
Jan 2003 to May 2004 to family and friends and associates who are afraid and
helpless in this case and have jobs and family to protect. Women store clerks, drive
thru fast food immigrants and women that will gossip gladly. Many Richmond Hill
http://www.holyhealthy.com//The%20following%20had%20videos%20sent%20to%20them.htm
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small businesses owned by immigrants, York region private video store drop off
boxes, Pacific mall merchants, FED EX Toronto main building, Police Friends (with
families to protect/pensions), bankers and anyone that would listen.

EDUCATION
York Region, Aurora Ontario, Canada
Nov to Dec 2003 Religion Dept Heads and colleagues at Sacred Heart, St Teresa, St
Augustine, St Joan of Arc, Fr. Bressani, and Brother Andre. Priest from St. Patrick's
doing mass at Brother Andre in Markham.
2003/4 York Catholic Board and OECTA list of those who had videos sent to
them
Teachers and Dept. Heads
Brother Andre CHS
Janie Brennen
Mars Hayward
Jackie Maloney
Kevin Moore ( Rel Dept Head)
Francine Mulherin
John Rogers
Laura Schlecter
Margaret Thibideau ( Eng/Rel)
Lisa Tschipper
Bert Wolk
Marcel Schaeffer
Manuel Arruda ( Rel Dept Head) Fr. Bressani CHS
Holy Cross CHS
Colleen Cameron
Ivana Campoli-Bozzo
Wayne Cave
Peter Harrison
Jennifer Sarna
Phil Pisarski
Joe Swanek
Gina Tramonte
James Castronovo (Sacred Heart)
Fr. Fabian Walsh (St. Elizabeth)
Fr. Clem Flaherty (St. Augustine)
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St Joan of Arc CHS
Jerry Blasi
Theresa Calderone
Jeanne-Marie Morson ( Rel dept head)
Steve Swan (Can-World Studies head)
St Theresa of Lisieux CHS
John Dawson
Maria Shweb (Chaplain)
Fernando Spigarelli
Pat Mannion
Jeremy Hill (Feb 9 2004) SUPERINTENDENT of the YORK CATHOLIC DISTRICT
SCHOOL BOARD (She resigned shortly after this meeting).
Marilyn Torrell (Feb 9 2004) OECTA SUPPLY PRESIDENT York District .
Both women got videos and research material after Jeremy Hill explained why I
couldn't supply teach. Linda Coulter, lawyer for the board, was present and
witnessed this. I called her later and left the names of all the teachers and
department heads that had videos, hoping that both the board and OECTA would
fight this together. Marilyn Torrell called me the next day and said that ED CHUDAK
(York Unit OECTA) was angry that I gave the video to Jeremy Hill.
Currently Ed Chudak has been ordered by the judge to represent me in this
Labour Relations dispute with the York Catholic Board. Lawyers ran from
this case and are well aware of the criminal coverup. None will represent my
case since they are part of the suppression and could lose their licenses to
practise LAW in our illegal legal system.)
LISTEN TO tape from Meeting with OECTA YORK UNION PRESIDENT Feb 2005 trying
to get me on disability. (Listen to min 26-28 for the phrase where I mentioned
the Illuminati and was interrupted by Ed Chudak and forced to change the
subject)
LABOUR RELATIONS DISPUTE:
I taught the real thing in class for CASHLESS SOCIETY AND VIRTUAL REALITY at St.
Teresa's on Nov 11, 2003 and referred kids to www.hiddenmysteries.com,
www.freeworldalliance.com. They printed out the BLACK Pope from
www.vaticanassassins.org
Those who wanted my Weapon of Mass Instruction Holy History curriculum, punched
their email into my laptop. They finally learned something in class.
Illuminati, the BLACK POPE and Jesuits were apparently what Jeremy Hill was
complaining about when she called me on Nov. 13, 2003, warning me about board
policies and that I scared the children. I said that they should be scared. I made
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reference to the Mark of the BEAST in the book of Revelations. She wasn't aware
that it was in the bible. I suggested that she read the Black Pope.
Brother Andre- Dec 9, 2003 Barb Bawk's Science class- we discussed that
vaccinations are dangerous and the MMR vaccination causes learning disabilities. I
also mentioned www.hiddenmysteries.com as a reference. Supply Teacher Dispatch
disconnected me on Dec 11, 2003 because of that class apparently, but I didn't find
out until Feb. 9, 2004. OECTA and Ed Chudak were contacted, since I wanted to sue
the board for disabling me in my 4 th and 7 th teaching year as well.
Jeremy Hill is LYING with the SUPPLY OECTA PRESIDENT and saying that I
quit on Feb 9, 2004. I'd like to see that in writing! That meeting was to discuss
why I was disconnected. It took 2 months to get a meeting. ED Chudak never
contacted me back. I was disabled and harassed in my years at HOLY CROSS with
Modafferi. I never quit. I miss those kids!
No LAWYER in the ROMAN LAW system has returned my emails or called me back.
Where is the justice? Only for their Illuminati clients with the big bucks. (April/May
2004)
Ontario College of Teachers (March 2004) with note about OECTA and York
Region. They never acknowledged the video. I told them that their NEW curriculum
was developed by the Illuminati occult.
I too was afraid to even have these videos, but there is no hope for any of
us, if we don't wake up NOW!

What Do We Do?
By John Kaminski
From: skylax@comcast.net >
http://educate-yourself.org/cn/kaminskiwhatdowedo27dec03.shtml
Dec. 27, 2003
These are impossible questions, ones which I cannot answer. Perhaps one of you
can.
What do we do when the very people supposed to be protecting us are actually
harming us? Robbing us, poisoning us, deliberately asphyxiating us, putting things in
our water that make us docile, giving us foods and medicines that make us sick, and
in general preventing us from living our lives in what we believe is a normal manner.
What do we do when the society in which we live prevents us from being moral? Or
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from telling the truth as we see it? What do we do when our society encourages us
not question statements that we know in our hearts to be lies?
What do we do when our TV and newspapers tell us lies but insist we should regard
this information as truth? What do we do when the vast majority of people in our
society accepts these lies as truths and ridicules us when we call these statements
lies?
What do we do when we have a legitimate grievance and can't get it redressed
without bribing someone? What do we do when we can't trust our courts? How are
we to respond when we learn that a private company controls all of our money? Or
that the government has the right to poison your baby before you take her home
from the hospital?
What do we do when the leader of our country, the occupant of the most prestigious
office in the world, is a pill-popping psychopath with no discernible personality whose
favorite hobby is killing large numbers of people, either by signing death warrants to
execute mentally defective miscreants or ordering airstrikes against innocent women
and children tens of thousands of miles away?
What do we do when all those around him, including the so-called political
opposition, seem to agree with everything he says and does, and otherwise act as if
this demented demagogue pathologically predisposed to obliterating the whole world
is actually a normal human being?
It used to be the American way dictated if you didn't like the way the government
worked, you could go to the polls and vote for an opposition candidate who promised
to change things. What do we do when all the candidates who are running for every
office are all basically saying the same thing and endorsing all the harmful things
that are being done?
What do we do when the concept of one person, one vote has been completely
destroyed by computerized voting machines that no one can verify, except the
companies that own them, which are themselves owned by rich white men who
support the man who got the votes that no independent agency is able to
authenticate?
What do we do we when can't trust the food we eat, the air we breathe, the water
we drink, or the medicines we take to make us well? How are we to regard these
efforts to criminalize vitamins and other health foods when the doctors we go to
prescribe medicines that are less effective than those beneficial substances they
have worked so hard to ban?
What do we do when our nation decides to go into a state of permanent war,
choosing hapless countries to attack and then obliterating them, then fleeces its own
citizens with devious legislation that funnels billions of dollars to companies to
reconstruct what we've just destroyed for reasons we later learn were transparent
lies? How are we to regard such a country, such a group of men who would do such
a thing to their fellow human beings?
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And how are we to regard ourselves for believing and supporting such insane and
inhuman policies?
What do we do when the vast majority of American citizens refuses to even
recognize that anything is out of whack?
What do we do when government employees tinker with diseases in a laboratory,
and then suddenly the whole country is stricken with a new kind of flu, one that kills
children in Colorado and keeps everyone coughing indefinitely all across the nation?
Why is it when you look up epidemics in history, you find that most of the recent
ones occurred after vaccination campaigns? Why do you feel so uneasy when they
tell you to get a flu shot? Or if you're in the military, when they tell you to get an
anthrax shot?
Why does the American government seem so intent on destroying the lives of its
own soldiers? Why do American soldiers seem so willing to shoot innocent women
and children? Iraq or Afghanistan were never threats to America. Why do our
children so eagerly shoot those people down like dogs? Is that what we really taught
them to do in our humble homes? Is it? Are you absolutely sure we didn't? If we
didn't, why do they?
What do we do when you can't get any public officials to comment on why there are
all these strange cloud markings in the sky " some call them chemtrails " and so
many people are sick with respiratory problems? Or perhaps it's the soot in the air,
in increased amounts these days because air quality rules have been rolled back by
the President who was elected on the basis of votes we were not allowed to recount.
What do we do when they tell us we have to rearrange our lives because of the
threat of "terror"? These rearrangements, at least these days, are primarily based on
the precedents set by the "terror" attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, in which many
thousands lost their lives in New York City and Washington, D.C. These "terrorists"
have "terrorized" the world ever since, causing us to go to war in Afghanistan, Iraq
and elsewhere.
Who are these "terrorists?" Why has no evidence ever been presented linking them
to 9/11? Why was the Afghanistan war planned before 9/11 if it was blamed on
9/11? Why was the war in Iraq blamed on weapons of mass destruction and
connection to 9/11 when it was planned long before 9/11? Why didn't the
government ever catch those responsible for the anthrax attacks, especially after the
trail of suspicion led right back to government employees? Why didn't anybody in
Congress read the legislation before voting for the initial Patriot Act?
Why has nobody protested the nullification of our Constitutional rights? Especially
when the so-called "terror" threatening our security is clearly a behind-the-scenes
construction of our own intelligence agencies.
What do we do when the Vice President brings all the top oilmen in the country to his
office to create a new energy policy, then they all fleece the citizens of California of
billions of dollars in energy overcharges, the principal energy broker presides over
the biggest bankruptcy in U.S. history and is not prosecuted, a well-connected actor
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is elected governor of California to stop efforts to recover this stolen energy money,
and the Vice President continues to draw a salary from the same company that
receives billions of dollars in lucrative reconstruction contracts for rebuilding Iraq,
which is the country we bombed on the basis of lies that were based on the "terror"
that caused 9/11, for which they refuse to provide the evidence?
When you wave your American flag today, do you realize it means you are endorsing
mass murder and exploitation all over the world? Do you realize the reasons for this
demonic behavior are all lies? Do you realize America creates wars to stimulate
profits, and has done this consistently for more than a hundred years?
How come so many of our own military servicepeople are returning from Iraq to
America with really strange diseases? How come we use radioactive ammunition
when we know it has made thousands sick? How come we give soldiers shots to
prevent diseases but we won't tell them what is in those shots? How come the
military doesn't desert when they learn all these things, and how come parents can
be proud when they bury their children who died in a war that fought for reasons we
now know to have been lies? What's up with that?
What do we do when America moves all its best jobs overseas because of the
cheaper labor? What are Americans supposed to do about that? Start their own
businesses and keep their products here at home? Hmmm.
What do we do when we can't trust the cops? Whom do we call for help then? When
we see our president committing obvious moral and legal crimes and then lying
about them, whom do we call to have him arrested? What do we do when we
mention this to opposition candidates and they don't answer us?
We can no longer afford to support a government that does not support its people!
But what do we do?
We need to begin meeting with small groups of like-minded people who are as
aghast as we are to find out how to begin processes of how to arrest and prosecute
our criminal leaders. This will be very difficult.
It's not just a matter of canvassing social clubs and political parties. Both categories
are largely brain dead and irrelevant, mindless flag wavers interested more in eating
and drinking than in actual freedom. Nor is it productive to stage mass rallies with
fractured focuses, where the main message of fading freedom is lost amid a
confusing welter of conflicting passions.
No, this requires the creation of new groups, ones devoted to real education and not
coopted. Pay particularly attention to the word "coopted," and maybe extend it to
"infiltrated." This is a situation that applies to militias and politically oriented
environmental groups. Both are now under extreme scrutiny by the feds, who are
armed with draconian new laws that permit them to throw you in jail for the most
trivial reasons.
But the need to be very careful should not stop you from trying to discern and
organize people who are genuinely interested in the principles of freedom, in
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maintaining the attitudes that could make America what we always hoped it would
be, and ending this criminal caricature that it has become.
At some point very soon, we all need to address our public officials, and determine if
they are going to side with the people who are being oppressed or with the
oppressors who are being bribed to fleece and shackle the people.
These are the questions we need to ask them:
Why are there two sets of laws in this country, one for the poor that guarantees they
will continue to live in poverty, and one for the rich, which assures they can get
away anything as long as they pay the right person? Why is it that our Attorney
General approves of the indefinite incarceration of innocent foreigners without having
to present any evidence, yet refuses to investigate charges of treason, obstruction of
justice, mega grand theft and mass murder against the rich and powerful men who
have seized control of what was once a free country? Who will investigate law
enforcement when the law enforcers have turned criminal? Why was Dick Cheney
allowed to keep secret the master plan for robbing Californians of $11 billion?
Why have all laws protecting the environment been repealed when we know the
infusion of poisons into products is needlessly killing large numbers of people? Why
are we deliberately fouling our air with poisonous chemtrails, and why is it no
government official will say a thing about this?
Why is there a deliberate obstruction created by Ashcroft to prevent ordinary people
from finding out what their government is doing to them? Why are ingredients like
flouride and aspartame permitted in what we consume when everyone knows they
are poisoning us?
Why are our schools turning out children who can't spell or think for themselves?
And why does our government seek to take away money for those schools and give
it to self-serving, thought-limiting religious schools, especially when the Constitution
that used to be in force expressly prohibits such transparent favoritism?
The police state is here. Your rights have been taken away, one by one. It is now
illegal to think for yourself. Just try to examine evidence showing the Germans never
willingly gassed anyone during World War II. You can be thrown in jail just for trying.
And knowing that, what does that tell you about the original question? Do you see
anything wrong with outlawing certain thoughts? If you don't, then you probably
don't have any questions about where you went to school, or what church you go to,
and you also probably don't see any purpose in any of this I've just written.
Our reliance on mass media has dulled our minds, our reliance on prepackaged foods
has anesthetized our senses and atrophied our bodies, and our reliance on
establishment religion has shackled our spirits, and made us cogs in a mindless
machine rather than the sensitive seeds in the soil we need to be to fulfill our human
birthright.
We need to grow our own food, make our own clothes, live in our own houses. We
need to break the backs of the bankers who control us with things we don't really
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need. What do we do with all this time our modern conveniences give us? We seek
out more distractions to keep us separate from those we love. All these consumables
we covet just make us hate ourselves more, because, deep down, we all know we're
not doing what we're supposed to be doing.
What we're supposed to be doing is making a better world, making sure people are
not suffering, making sure that we're not destroying the very things that keep us
alive. We are not supposed to be increasingly alienating ourselves with false styles
and transitory titillations that prevent us from nourishing the very things that nourish
us. We are not supposed to be taking pills to make us feel better, we are supposed
to be living lives that make us feel better.
The existing political structure in America is rotten to the core, fatally polluted by a
private money supply that enables perverted patricians to retain their aristocratic
power across the generations. Until this injustice is eliminated, and the power over
money is returned to the people, nothing will be fixed, and the unjust wars will
proliferate.
Instead of leading a more humane world into a new era of enlightenment,
understanding and technological diversity, America is dragging the world backwards
into a new Dark Ages where force of plunder is annihilating legitimate efforts toward
reciprocal respect and cooperation.
Under present circumstances, there is no alternative to the mass dismissal and
prosecution of the entire American government " the administration, the congress,
the judiciary all must be indicted for criminal corruption. To do this, a massive
campaign of recalibration needs to be undertaken. Starting at the local level,
delegates to form a new government need to be chosen, preferably without political
campaigns (and certainly without funded campaigns). These local delegates need to
congeal at the state level, and begin the arduous task of reconstituting the federal
government without political campaigns.
Once a temporary U.S. Senate is chosen by the states, new elections can be held for
the House of Representatives, which then would choose a new Senate as a
precondition for being able to hold a nationwide election for higher leadership
positions. In the interim, a temporary administrative transition team would
coordinate the operations of the federal government, once all the Cabinet-level
leaders had been jailed. Who would be named to this team, and how it would be
named, remain to be seen. Certainly political parties, military and religious leaders,
unions, newspapers, bankers, lawyers and doctors should not be involved in this
selection process. Or perhaps they all should. The one thing to be avoided is the
dominance of any one segment of society over the entire government, as it is now
by lawyers masquerading as professional politicians.
The only way to get a truly representative and functional government is to severely
regulate the use of mass media in campaigning, enforce strict term limits for all
offices, and to radically revise all laws governing banks. Usury must be abolished,
and upper limits on income established, now that we are all certain unregulated
capitalism is the cause of most of the world's problems.
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All the budgets of the world can be balanced by the simple confiscations of most of
the fortunes of the world's wealthiest people, like the Rothschild, Bush and Windsor
families. Relax, patricians, you'll still be able to buy your way out of trouble. We
won't take it all, just most of it. Besides, many members of these families won't need
their money if they're all living at Guantanamo, which should probably be renamed
Camp Bush.
No more is it a question of trying to get ahead in this society. This society is broken.
It is time to forge a new world, not based on domination, exploitation and war. We
must stop regarding the idea of revolution as merely an abstract concept, and realize
that a functioning, purposeful revolution is the only way most of us are going to
survive. Otherwise, the certainty of slavery for 90 percent of the world's population
is unavoidable, and that will only perpetuate the same problems that continue to
afflict us.
How we can effect these necessary changes absolutely vital to our collective survival
are questions that you, dear reader, must now answer. It is essential that your share
your conclusions with others, and not just keep them to yourselves.
If you don't see the need for any of these questions I've just posed, let me ask you
this:
What will you do when they come for you?
John Kaminski

THESE SITES HAVE BEEN DISABLED> See
http://educate-yourself.org/ps/

CANADA

http://americanholocaust.homestead.com/ah_articles.html

Canada INTENDS to Keep Future Deathcamp Operations "QUIET"
Report # 3 "Canadians Targeted for Termination by RCMP-Martial
Law"
Learning to Live In A Police State NOW
To ALL our Canadian Readers-URGENT WARNING
Everything about to happen in the USA will happen in Canada
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Canada INTENDS to Keep
Future Deathcamp Operations "QUIET"
Date: March 25, 2003
By: Pam Schuffert
One cohost of Toronto's MOJO station, on Lenny's "CLOAK and Dagger broadcast"
(on which I was just interviewed Sunday nite), admitted to me during the broadcast
that the Canadian military/police were being prepared for the anticipated massive
arrests under martial law, and the NWO CONCENTRATION CAMPS.
He was informed that they planned to make such black ops VERY QUIET, secretive
and hidden.
I interrupted him and said that AS LONG AS THERE WERE REPORTERS LIKE MYSELF
WHO KNEW THE TRUTH ABOUT COMING MARTIAL LAW, AND THE TRUTH ABOUT
THE NWO's "FINAL SOLUTION" and THE MODERN CONCENTRATION CAMPS,
BOXCARS AND SHACKLES, AND THE MILLIONS OF PEOPLE (INNOCENT UNDER ALL
PRE-EXISTING LAWS) WHO ARE DOOMED TO ARREST AND DEATH IN THESE
HEINOUS CAMPS, such deathcamp operations would NEVER TAKE PLACE IN SECRET
nor shrouded in darkness.
We want the WORLD TO KNOW, and the citizens of North America to know as well
and to WAKE UP! And we will never remain silent in this critical hour.
And that is what this website is ALL ABOUT!
-Pam Schuffert
Report # 3 "Canadians Targeted for Termination
by RCMP-Martial Law"
By: Pam Schuffert
I have many former radio listeners from Canada who have informed me
of evidence of MARTIAL LAW PREPARATION IN CANADA: One former listener put me
into contact with RICHARD, a survivalist food supply salesperson who is fully warning
people of coming martial law in Canada.
I spoke to Richard personally by phone.
" A RCMP (Royal Canadian Mounted Policeman) came to my home recently.
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I let him in the door. He talked with me. He said, 'Richard, I just can´t do what I´ve
been assigned to do under martial law..' I asked him what that was. He admitted,
'Under martial law, I HAVE BEEN ASSIGNED
TO TAKE YOU OUT (terminate)...AND I JUST CAN´T DO IT!´"
Stunned, Richard asked, "How are you going to handle this then?" The
RCMP replied, "I will just have to resign from the RCMP force, because
I cannot do what they have asked..."
Doing further research , I traveled to British Columbia to lecture
at a Church by invitation. The Pastor is very vehement against coming
martial law and the NWO. After I lectured, the Pastor told me:
"Our daughter works for the RCMP. She admitted that, although she
could not tell us everything, THE RCMP ARE CLOSELY MONITORING THE
CANADIAN CITIZENS AND PUTTING TOGETHER COMPUTER LISTS ON THEM..." And
this of course is all for the massive PEOPLE ROUND-UPS coming UNDER martial law,
even as Richard from Ontario found out the hard
way. Canadian citizens, be advised.
(Similar lists have already been put together by the millions in America
for round-up and termination, such as FEMA´s infamous "RED AND BLUE
LIST".)
God bless America, Pam Schuffert reporting from Germany
Learning to Live In A Police State NOW
Date: December 17, 2002
By: Pam Schuffert
While there are a growing number of Canadians who are quietly becoming aware of
the NEW WORLD ORDER holocaust agenda for North America, they remain much
quieter and unseen than their American friends. And well they should, with Canadian
government monitoring of citizens, specialized lists of people to be arrested and
terminated still being formed, and RCMP assigned to "take them out." And more.
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Wise is the US or Canadian citizen who learns how to behave NOW in a POLICE
STATE, and keeps quiet in public and learns to become as unobvious as possible.
I worked with Russian and Eastern European dissidents/resisters of communism for
years, and they told me how, under THEIR police state, they had to remain as
inconspicuous as possible, beware of WHO they TRUSTED, be careful of what they
said in public or on a phone that could be monitored ( and today they ALL can be
monitored now.) And more.
The key is PRAYER. PRAY for God to lead you to all the right people to link up with
and interact with. PRAY for God to show you exactly what to do in preparation and
DO IT.
PRAY for Divine protection and wisdom in who you can trust. I do all the time.
Of course, for people like myself who have been called of God to sound a WAKE-UP
CALL to our nation and millions of unsuspecting people, remaining unseen and
inconspicuous is impossible. But for millions more Canadians and Americans, it is
possible and advisable. LEARN HOW TO LIVE AS SUCCESSFULLY IN A POLICE STATE
AS POSSIBLE NOW. Because that's exactly what we are coming to quickly.
God bless, Pam Schuffert
To ALL of Our Canadian ReadersURGENT WARNING
Date: April 1, 2003
By: Pam Schuffert
Dear Canadian Readers-(PLEASE PRINT THIS AND DISTRIBUTE TO CANADIANS)
The Canadian government, which is FULLY sold out to this traitorous NEW WORLD
ORDER dictorship agenda for Canada, does NOT want her citizens to know or
understand their vile NWO HOLOCAUST agenda UNTIL IT IS TOO LATE TO REACT.
Therefore, they do NOT want your work to continue, that of translating my reports
exposing the NWO into French for the people of Quebec to read. Nor do they want us
to be able to freely communicate for this reason. The NWO PLANners of Canada
know ALL TOO WELL that EVERYTHING IS READY AND ABOUT TO COME DOWN.
And in fact, their NWO agenda is ALREADY being manifested in the form of this
DELIBERATE CREATED/DELIBERATELY RELEASED illness now sweeping through
Toronto.
My CIA contact, Larry Wayne Harris, former microbiologist for the CIA and their
covert NWO agenda, warned me that he had been working on developing CHEM-BIO
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weapons TO BE DELIBERATELY RELEASED AGAINST THE PEOPLE OF NORTH
AMERICA IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO FULL MARTIAL LAW DECLARATION, in order to
weaken the people's ability to successfully resist their NWO/MARTIAL LAW takeover
with foreign troops, etc.
Also, such deadly weapons of disease and death HAVE to be released to provide
justification (in part) for the massive quarantines and round-ups of people
"hopelessly infected" to then be taken to "detention/quarantine camps" for supposed
"isolation" from the rest of society while they are ill. BUT IN FACT, many will be
declared HOPELESSLY ILL, and therefore a threat to society, AND WILL BE
TERMINATED FOR THE GOOD OF THE WHOLE.
And the shocking and revealing "ANGELS OF DEATH" report declares that such
people (among MANY others) "...WILL BE ENABLED TO HUMANELY DIE..."at these
camps.
To put it bluntly, THEY WILL BE GASSED AND CREMATED.
(Or in the case of HEALTHY people who are rounded up and taken to the camps,
BEHEADED, BODY ORGANS HARVESTED, and THEN cremated.)
And I have documented that CANADA HAS HER SHARE OF DEATHCAMPS ALREADY
IN PLACE FOR THE HOUR OF MARTIAL LAW/NWO TAKEOVER, to send away many of
her citizens already profiled on secret government/RCMP computers as RESISTERS
OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER and marked for PRIORITY ROUND-UP AND
TERMINATION.
I also discovered through intervewing several Canadians, that the ROYAL CANADIAN
MOUNTED POLICE will play a major role: they have already amassed large COVERT
COMPUTER FILES of Canadian citizens profiled as "RESISTERS OF THE NWO" and
slated for arrest and termination. And I discvered that their RCMP officers will be
assigned the task of coming to people's doors of those "ON THE LIST" and arresting
and assisting terminating them.
This was the frank admission of one such RCMP officer to a man in Ontario, Richard
DuBeau, already "ON THE LIST" because of his sales of SURVIVAL FOOD SUPPLIES
for the hour of MARTIAL LAW. (The NWO does NOT want PEOPLE SURVIVING the
COMING FAMINE! They plan to seize ALL private food survival supplies!)
The officer came personally to the home of Richard, and admitted to him that all this
was true, and that HE WAS ASSIGNED TO TERMINATE RICHARD UNDER MARTIAL
LAW.
"I just CAN'T do this to an innocent man," admitted the RCMP. He then said he would
RATHER RESIGN FROM THE RCMP than KILL AN INNOCENT MAN.
HURRAH FOR THIS NOBLE RCMP OFFICER IN THIS CRITICAL HOUR!
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May ALL OTHER OFFICERS in the ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE also come
under the mighty conviction of God, and choose INSTEAD to resign or "JUST SAY
NO" when asked to senselessly kill INNOCENT CANADIAN CITIZENS under coming
MARTIAL LAW.
Canada also has in place many PRISONER BOXCARS AND SHACKLES, modern
GUILLOTINES, FOREIGN TROOPS prepared to seize the cities for the NWO through
URBAN WARFARE, etc., under MARTIAL LAW (notably RUSSIAN SPETZNAZ, CHINESE
TROOPS, German BUNDESWEHR troops, and more.)
And now, with this mystery illness sweeping through Toronto and parts of Canada
(just like they will throughout America soon) you are witnessing the fulfillment of
END-TIME BIBLE PROPHECY and the fulfillment of my research on this subject.
THE TIME IS NOW! The HOLOCAUST IS BEGINNING!
Prepare you hearts...your families...your souls for eternity.
For many will die in what is coming to pass on our North American continent.
And ONLY THOSE WHOSE NAMES ARE WRITTEN IN THE BOOK OF LIFE THROUGH
FAITH IN JESUS CHRIST ARE GOING TO KNOW THE ULTIMATE VICTORY IN THE
MIDST OF THIS HOLOCAUST!
For those who have been given ETERNAL LIFE THROUGH JESUS CHRIST, DEATH
CANNOT TRIUMPH!
"OH DEATH, WHERE IS YOUR STING...OH, GRAVE, WHERE IS YOUR VICTORY?"
To ALL BELIEVERS IN CHRIST JESUS, continue steadfast in your faith and in prayer
for our nations, America and Canada, in this hour.
And REFUSE TO BE TERRIFIED or to DENY YOUR FAITH when they begin to bring
forth the tools of NWO MASS EXECUTION, such as the many MODERN GUILLOTINES
for public executions as "FEAR CONTROL" tactics.
PURPOSE to boldly CONFESS "JESUS CHRIST IS MY LORD" when asked whether or
not you will cooperate with Satan's soul-damning NEW WORLD ORDER, and choose
to obey God's ETERNAL WORD: FEAR NONE OF THOSE THINGS YOU ARE ABOUT TO
SUFFER!
Remember that God's Word has already revealed such things to come in the hour in
which we live. And His Word has also revealed the exceedingly great glory His people
shall know who REMAIN FAITHFUL UNTO DEATH during these end-times hours of
testing of our faith.
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To our Canadian believers in Jesus, know that we suffer with you, and we shall die
with you for the faith and testimony of my Lord Jesus Christ. There can be no other
way in the coming hours of testing.
NO Christian can embrace Jesus and the Cross, AND ALSO Satan's soul-damning
NEW WORLD ORDER and it's doctrines of demons at the same time. The two are
eternally opposed to one another and at war with one another. And ONLY ONE shall
EMERGE THE ETERNAL WINNER: JESUS CHRIST AND HIS KINGDOM OF THOSE WHO
REMAIN FAITHFUL UNTO THE END!
JESUS CHRIST IS LORD, AND SATAN AND THE NEW WORLD ORDER ARE DEFEATED
FOREVER!
God bless you ALL in Canada!
-Pam Schuffert
Everything About to Happen IN USA
WILL Happen in Canada
Date: December 15, 2002
By: Pam Schuffert
Canada and the USA and Mexico form "REGION ONE" of the coming ten-world
regions of the NEW WORLD ORDER.
The borders will eventually be erased, according to covert military literature, and we
will be all one region. Prisoner boxcars are now present in Canada, as well as
deathcamps, foreign troops, massive computer lists with name of Canadians to be
arrested and terminated under martial law, and more.
Go to:
www.inforamps.net/~jwhitley to a Canadian website that covers concentation camps
and the NWO agenda in both the USA and Canada. Canada is going down the same
way as the USA, and the Christians will be persecuted in the same way. Glad to
correspond with you any time, and am thinking of visiting Alberta soon.
-Pam Schuffert
The UNDERGROUND CHURCH About to Emerge
In USA/Canada
Date: March 18, 2003
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By: Pam Schuffert
With the declaration of WAR WITH IRAQ, and the announced government intentions
throughout this nation of bringing forth AMERICAN UNDER THE POLICE STATE (under
the pretense of battling "increased terrorist threats")the hour is soon at hand of the
emergence of THE UNDERGROUND CHURCH IN AMERICA.
As I have consistently reported, the GREAT PERSECUTION OF THE CHURCH will
commence as America comes under MARTIAL LAW (state of national emergency) and
the POLICE STATE emerges.
FREEDOM TO PEACEABLY ASSEMBLE, as guaranteed every American citizen under
the Constitution, is about to be greatly curtailed and even abolished in many areas
soon.
And those who dare to venture out of their homes under red alert/martial law
curfew, EVEN TO ATTEMPT TO MEET IN THEIR CHURCHES OR HOUSES OF PRAYER
OR SYNAGOGUES, could find themselves SUBJECT TO ARREST, CONFINEMENT,
INTERROGATION, and even being sent off TO THE CAMPS as a result.
As former NWO planners, former CIA, and former high level Satanists have all
admitted to me, "MARTIAL LAW IS IT"...the hour of the beginning of the persecution
in earnest of the Church across America (and Canada.)
With a STATE OF NATIONAL EMERGENCY/MARTIAL LAW being declared, OUR
CONSTITUTION IS TO BE ABOLISHED. And with it, OUR RELIGIOUS FREEDOMS and
other guaranteed rights and privileges ARE IRREVOCABLY REVOKED.
Our FREEDOM of SPEECH will be abolished.
Our right to PEACEABLY ASSEMBLE will be abolished.
And EVERY Christian church depends on these two rights in order to effectively
function. FREEDOM TO FREELY PREACH THE GOSPEL will be effectively abolished, as
the above Constitutional rights are abolished. Prayer meetings, Gospel crusades, tent
revivals, and the liberty to freely preach the Gospel and speak the truth WILL ALL BE
HEAVILY MONITORED, CURTAILED AND EVEN ABOLISHED...IF they can!
With the restriction of FREEDM TO TRAVEL, how can one attend church?
Furthermore, two FBI sources recently admitted to a fellow lecturer, that WHEN THIS
ALL COMES DOWN, the AIRPORTS WILL BE SEIZED AND AMERICANS WILL NOT BE
ABLE TO FREELY LEAVE THE COUNTRY. And everyone who attempts to, will be
subject to major scrutiny, and facing FEMA "RED/BLUE" list arests and OTHER list
arrests, such as JUSTICE DEPARTMENT, military lists, etc. How then can missionaries
or evangelists travel to other countries to minister the Gospel???
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I have already informed my readers about just what kinds of people will find
themselves on various lists, subject to pick-up and termination under a state of
national emergency/red alert/martial law.
"Potential terrorists" can include: committed Christian fundamentalists and their
Christian organizations, outspoken Christian leaders, outspoken patriot/Constitional
leaders, militia members, etc. EVERYONE PERCIEVED BY THE NEW WORLD ORDER
TO BE THREATS TO THEIR COMING WORLD AGENDA FOR AMERICA, IS SUBJECT TO
BEING PLACED ON THEIR LISTS AND BEING PICKED UP AND TERMINATED UNDER
MARTIAL LAW.
This is precisely how former CIA/NWO planners explained it would operate to me,
and how it will happen. As road blocks begin in earnest, and interstate highways are
seized and major roadways as well, cars will be stopped and searched for weapons,
and the occupants' names checked against various FEMA/military/government lists of
those Americans to be picked up and removed.
Those "resisters of the NEW WORLD ORDER" on the lists will be taken away, never to
be seen again in many cases. The camps have been prepared FOR THEM well in
advance.
I was startled one day to learn from the research of SERGE MONAST of Quebec,
Canada, that CHRISTIAN WOMEN IN MINISTRY were also deemed to fall into FEMA
RED LIST designation (those to be priority arrested and terminated.)
This is for several reasons. Christian women are highly effective in winning souls to
Jesus Christ and in ministry. But the NEW WORLD ORDER is utterly ANTICHRIST and
Satanist in nature, and hence filled with hatred for ALL Christians who are effective
in spreading the Gospel.
Christian women in ministry are also highly sought after by the Illuminists/Satanists
of the NEW WORLD ORDER for prime victims for sacrifice to Satan as well. The NWO
Satanists believe that they receive MORE AND MORE POWER FROM SATAN TO BRING
FORTH THE NEW WORLD ORDER with EVERY ACT OF HUMAN SACRIFICE THEY
OFFER, as they have explained to me personally.
Hence, they informed me they plan to count EVERY CHRISTIAN ARRESTED AND
TERMINATED UNDER MARTIAL LAW, as simply ONE MORE SACRIFICE TO SATAN to
obtain power to bring forth Satan's NEW WORLD ORDER.
And because Satanism teaches that THE MORE HELPLESS, INNOCENT, PURE AND
RIGHTEOUS the victim is, the MORE POWER Satan will give them for sacrificing it,
they consider Christian women in ministry to be PRIME TARGETS for SACRIFICES.
Fellow Christians, ARE YOU LISTENING??? As insane as all this sounds to rational
Christians, THESE NEW WORLD ORDER SATANISTS BELIEVE ALL THIS!
And they fully intend to carry out this ruthless and bloody NWO agenda
COMPLETELY! And, at OUR expense.
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(Over 600 modern concentration camps, thousands of prisoner boxcars and shackles,
plus millions of modern guillotines in place for the hour of martial law should
convince us of their determination to carry this out!)
The hour of the emerging of THE UNDERGROUND CHURCH IN NORTH AMERICA is
rapidly approaching.
It is time to prepare to protect our loved ones and those Christians in ministry from
the ruthless onslaughts of Satan's murderous supporters of THE NEW WORLD ORDER
in the future.
The hour of persecution is fast approaching! Are you preparing???
-Pam Schuffert

http://www.thewatcherfiles.com/control.html

The Reptilians' controlling Elite
network...How They do it
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THE SECRET COVENANT

An illusion it will be, so large, so vast it will escape their
perception.
Those who will see it will be thought of as insane.
We will create separate fronts to prevent them from seeing the
connection between us.
We will behave as if we are not connected to keep the illusion alive.
Our goal will be accomplished one drop at a time so as to never bring
suspicion upon ourselves. This will also prevent them from seeing
the changes as they occur.
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We will always stand above the relative field of their experience
for we know the secrets of the absolute.
We will work together always and will remain bound by blood and
secrecy. Death will come to he who speaks.
We will keep their lifespan short and their minds weak while
pretending to do the opposite.
We will use our knowledge of science and technology in subtle
ways so they will never see what is happening.
We will use soft metals, aging accelerators and sedatives in
food and water, also in the air.
They will be blanketed by poisons everywhere they turn.
The soft metals will cause them to lose their minds. We will
promise to find a cure from our many fronts, yet we will
feed them more poison.
The poisons will be absorbed trough their skin and mouths,
they will destroy their minds and reproductive systems.
From all this, their children will be born dead, and we will conceal
this information.
The poisons will be hidden in everything that surrounds them,
in what they drink, eat, breathe and wear.
We must be ingenious in dispensing the poisons for they
can see far.
We will teach them that the poisons are good, with fun images
and musical tones.
Those they look up to will help. We will enlist them to
push our poisons.
They will see our products being used in film and
will grow accustomed to them and will never know
their true effect.
When they give birth we will inject poisons into the blood
of their children and convince them its for their help.
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We will start early on, when their minds are young, we will
target their children with what children love most, sweet
things.
When their teeth decay we will fill them with metals
that will kill their mind and steal their future.
When their ability to learn has been affected,
we will create medicine that will make them sicker and cause other
diseases for which we will create yet more medicine.
We will render them docile and weak before us by our power.
They will grow depressed, slow and obese, and when they
come to us for help, we will give them more poison.
We will focus their attention toward money and material goods
so they many never connect with their inner self. We will distract
them with fornication, external pleasures and games so they may
never be one with the oneness of it all.
Their minds will belong to us and they will do as we say.
If they refuse we shall find ways to implement mind-altering technology
into their lives. We will use fear as our weapon.
We will establish their governments and establish opposites within.
We will own both sides.
We will always hide our objective but carry out our plan.
They will perform the labor for us and we shall prosper from their toil.
Our families will never mix with theirs. Our blood must be pure
always, for it is the way.
We will make them kill each other when it suits us.
We will keep them separated from the oneness by dogma and religion.
We will control all aspects of their lives and tell them what to think and how.
We will guide them kindly and gently letting them think they are guiding
themselves.
We will foment animosity between them through our factions.
When a light shall shine among them, we shall extinguish it by ridicule,
or death, whichever suits us best.
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We will make them rip each other's hearts apart and kill their own children.
We will accomplish this by using hate as our ally, anger as our friend.
The hate will blind them totally, and never shall they see that from their
conflicts we emerge as their rulers. They will be busy killing each other.
They will bathe in their own blood and kill their neighbors for as long
as we see fit.
We will benefit greatly from this, for they will not see us, for they
cannot see us.
We will continue to prosper from their wars and their deaths.
We shall repeat this over and over until our ultimate goal is
accomplished.
We will continue to make them live in fear and anger
though images and sounds.
We will use all the tools we have to accomplish this.
The tools will be provided by their labor.
We will make them hate themselves and their neighbors.
We will always hide the divine truth from them, that we are all one.
This they must never know!
They must never know that color is an illusion, they must always
think they are not equal.
Drop by drop, drop by drop we will advance our goal.
We will take over their land, resources and wealth to exercise total
control over them.
We will deceive them into accepting laws that will steal the little
freedom they will have.
We will establish a money system that will imprison them forever,
keeping them and their children in debt.
When they shall ban together, we shall accuse them of crimes and present a
different story to the world for we shall own all the media.
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We will use our media to control the flow of information and their sentiment
in our favor.
When they shall rise up against us we will crush them like insects, for
they are less than that.
They will be helpless to do anything for they will have no weapons.
We will recruit some of their own to carry out our plans, we will promise them
eternal life, but eternal life they will never have for they are not of us.
The recruits will be called "initiates" and will be indoctrinated to believe
false rites of passage to higher realms. Members of
these groups will think they are one with us never knowing the truth.
They must never learn this truth for they will turn against us.
For their work they will be rewarded with earthly things and great titles,
but never will they become immortal and join us, never will they receive
the light and travel the stars.
They will never reach the higher realms, for the killing of their own kind
will prevent passage to the realm of enlightenment. This they will never know.
The truth will be hidden in their face, so close they will not be able to focus
on it until its too late.
Oh yes, so grand the illusion of freedom will be, that they will never know they
are our slaves.
When all is in place, the reality we will have created for them will own them.
This reality will be their prison. They will live in self-delusion.
When our goal is accomplished a new era of domination will begin.
Their minds will be bound by their beliefs, the beliefs we have established
from time immemorial.
But if they ever find out they are our equal, we shall perish then. THIS THEY
MUST NEVER KNOW.
If they ever find out that together they can vanquish us, they will take action.
They must never, ever find out what we have done, for if they do, we shall
have no place to run, for it will be easy to see who we are once the veil has
fallen. Our actions will have revealed who we are and they will hunt us down
and no person shall give us shelter.
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This is the secret covenant by which we shall live the rest of our present
and future lives, for this reality will transcend many generations and life
spans.
This covenant is sealed by blood, our blood. We, the ones who from
heaven to earth came.
This covenant must NEVER, EVER be known to exist. It must NEVER, EVER
be written or spoken of for if it is, the consciousness it will spawn will release
the fury of the PRIME CREATOR upon us and we shall be cast to the depths
from whence we came and remain there until the end time of infinity itself.
EMAILS TO GOVERNMENT AND MEDICAL OFFICIALS Regarding cure for
SARS and CANCER
From: JrGenius.com
Date: 03/16/05 20:01:32
To: McLellan.A@parl.gc.ca ; pm@pm.gc.ca
Cc: cbc.ca@toronto.cbc.ca ; letters@cbc.ca ; disclosure@cbc.ca ;
fifth@toronto.cbc.ca
Subject: I'll be sending you a video. Martin has a different one. You are a liar. Do
your homework!!!!!! You are accountable!!!!!!
ANN McLennan
I emailed you when the SARS crisis broke out. I sent you the cures. Now you lie
about the Air India conspiracies and are ignorant of 9-11. Here is your homework.
Sickening...What a waste of Tax dollars. Martin has Illuminazi 9-11, Robot's
Rebellion, Mind Control Out of Control and Revelations of a Mother Goddess.
If you Illuminati-Luciferians want to ignore this, then your days are numbered in
parliament because the public is waking up to your bullshit!
I better hear from you. I am protected. If something happens to me...then they
know where to look for the source. Just do your job. You are suppose to protect
Canadians. Not sell us out to the New World Order. This country is a mess. Thanks
to your government!
Dana

From: JrGenius.com
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Date: 03/16/05 20:38:10
To: McLellan.A@parl.gc.ca ; pm@pm.gc.ca
Cc: cbc.ca@toronto.cbc.ca ; letters@cbc.ca ; disclosure@cbc.ca ;
fifth@toronto.cbc.ca
Subject: I attached the previous email with pics...incase you want the original.
Do something...while you still have time. I can't stand to watch all this
disinformation on TV. It will come back to haunt you.
Media, education, government, legal system, medical system- they are a pile of
garbage. If you don't believe me...I am up for the challenge and will prove it to you.
We don't need a billionaire, polluter, Illuminati, satanist for a prime minister....We
need someone who really cares ...NOT CONTROLS!
A puppet for the Big Boys!
I am fighting the Catholic system as we speak. I better see a change...cause we
don't have any hope if we don't turn around now.
If this messes up and you sell us out to the New World Order, then the public will
look at you...those who have ignored this for years for their own selfish
agenda....better think twice! Not fun being in jail if convicted by the world court.
Stop this insanity...and let's take our country back from the British reptilian rule!
Dana

From: Jr. Genius Educational Services Inc.
Date: Tuesday, July 22, 2003 23:55:15
To: Dr. Helena Jaczek
Subject: Why is this Therapy being ignored by the Canadian government and
medical association?
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smoeser@autism.net

,

RIDLEY@HHSC.CA

Janice.Crawford@moh.gov.on.ca
mclean@sympatico.ca

,

,

,

lianabanana@yahoo.com

Pam.Margetson@kinark.on.ca

dhaveman@ccas.toronto.on.ca

Nancy.Wood@kinark.on.ca

,

spsaunders@rogers.com

,

,

,

,

LBabiak@JOICA.JNJ.com

,
,

hmummery@tpl.toronto.on.ca

potspansino@yahoo.com

,

ann.Lalonde@jus.gov.on.ca

bdebeech@sympatico.ca

,

,

, cheryl.walker2@sympatico.ca , Dianne.Caldwell@jus.gov.on.ca ,
, crutine@yahoo.ca , r.pansino@utoronto.ca , Joanne.Hoffman@kinark.on.ca ,
maryhoffman@sympatico.ca , mlandsb@thestar.ca , theend@vancouver.cbc.ca , worldview@cbc.ca ,
yourview@cbc.ca , politics@cbc.ca , tariq.ali3@btinternet.com , news@politicswatch.com ; mel Lastman;
letters@CBC.CA; michael coren
Priti.Sachdeva@jus.gov.on.ca
Judith.Szende@jus.gov.on.ca

----- Original Message ----From: Jr. Genius Educational Services Inc.
To: Undisclosed-Recipient:;
Sent: Friday, June 13, 2003 12:07 AM
Subject: Why is this Therapy being ignored by the Canadian government and medical association?
Please note that this article was emailed to select members of parliament and healthcare.
I want to ensure that this technology is seriously considered and not suppressed anymore.
Sincerely
Dana Horochowski
BSc., BEd, RNCP
emailed to: Thibault.R@parl.gc.ca , Whelan.S@parl.gc.ca , Copps.S@parl.gc.ca , Valeri.T@parl.gc.ca ,
Stoffer.P@parl.gc.ca , Venne.P@parl.gc.ca , Wilfert.B@parl.gc.ca , Pacetti.M@parl.gc.ca , Blaikie.B@parl.gc.ca ,
Wappel.T@parl.gc.ca , McLellan.A@parl.gc.ca , Myers.L@parl.gc.ca , Telegdi.A@parl.gc.ca , Nault.R@parl.gc.ca ,
Ur.R-M@parl.gc.ca , Tirabassi.T@parl.gc.ca , Vanclief.L@parl.gc.ca , Wood.B@parl.gc.ca , Milliken.P@parl.gc.ca ,
Minna.M@parl.gc.ca , Mitchell.A@parl.gc.ca , Volpe.J@parl.gc.ca , Wasylycia-Leis.J@parl.gc.ca ,
Steckle.P@parl.gc.ca , Tremblay.S@parl.gc.ca , Stewart.J@parl.gc.ca , Thibeault.Y@parl.gc.ca , pm@pm.gc.ca ,
Duceppe.G@parl.gc.ca , Torsney.P@parl.gc.ca , Pagtakhan.R@parl.gc.ca , Szabo.P@parl.gc.ca ,
McCallum.J@parl.gc.ca , Tonks.A@parl.gc.ca , Graham.B@parl.gc.ca , Parrish.C@parl.gc.ca , info@www.hcsc.gc.ca , Jirina_Vlk@hc-sc.gc.ca , Dorothea_Blandford@hc-sc.gc.ca , Margot_Geduld@hc-sc.gc.ca ,
Tracy_Taweel@hc-sc.gc.ca , emmanuel_chabot@hc-sc.gc.ca , Tara_Madigan@hc-sc.gc.ca , info@nml.ca ,
Ryan_Baker@hc-sc.gc.ca , Blair_Parkhurst@hc-sc.gc.ca , Morgan_Fontaine@hc-sc.gc.ca , Debbie_Paine@hcsc.gc.ca , marcel_beaubien@ontla.ola.org , leona_dombrowsky-mpp@ontla.ola.org , raminder_gill@ontla.ola.org
, dwight_duncan-mpp@ontla.ola.org , brenda_elliott@ontla.ola.org , clement@titan.tcn.net ,
carl_defaria@ontla.ola.org , mike_brown-mpp@ontla.ola.org , brian_coburn@ontla.ola.org , bruce_croziermpp@ontla.ola.org , sean_conway-mpp@ontla.ola.org , michael_gravelle-mpp@ontla.ola.org ,
garfield_dunlop@ontla.ola.org , jim_flaherty@ontla.ola.org , brad_clark@ontla.ola.org , john_gerretsenmpp@ontla.ola.org , joe_cordiano-mpp@ontla.ola.org , gary_carrco@ontla.ola.org , alvin_curlingmpp@ontla.ola.org , gbisson-co@ndp.on.ca , mailbox@johnbaird.com , janet_ecker@ontla.ola.org , jim_bradleympp@ontla.ola.org , dianne_cunningham@ontla.ola.org , mchurley-co@ndp.on.ca , caroline_dicoccompp@ontla.ola.org , doug_galt@ontla.ola.org , claudette_boyer-mpp@ontla.ola.org , michael_bryantmpp@ontla.ola.org , toby.barrett@omaf.gov.on.ca , dominic_agostino-mpp@ontla.ola.org , john_clearympp@ontla.ola.org , steve_gilchrist@ontla.ola.org , david_caplan-mpp@ontla.ola.org , ted_arnott@ontla.ola.org ,
mike_colle-mpp@ontla.ola.org , marie_bountrogianni-mpp@ontla.ola.org , rick_bartolucci-mpp@ontla.ola.org ,
dchristopherson-co@ndp.on.ca , ted_chudleigh@ontla.ola.org , mario_sergio-mpp@ontla.ola.org ,
morley_kells@ontla.ola.org , helen_johns@ontla.ola.org , elizabeth_witmer@ontla.ola.org ,
marilyn_mushinski@ontla.ola.org , david_young@ontla.ola.org , ernie_hardeman@ontla.ola.org , david_ramsaympp@ontla.ola.org , rwrunciman@brockville.com , chris_hodgson@ontla.ola.org , smartel-qp@ndp.on.ca ,
tony_ruprecht-mpp@ontla.ola.org , sandra_pupatello-mpp@ontla.ola.org , john_otoole@ontla.ola.org ,
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dave_tsubouchi@ontla.ola.org , greg_sorbara-mpp@ontla.ola.org , steve_peters-mpp@ontla.ola.org ,
dalton_mcguinty-mpp@ontla.ola.org , ernie_parsons-mpp@ontla.ola.org , cam_jackson@ontla.ola.org ,
lyn_mcleod-mpp@ontla.ola.org , gerry_phillips-mpp@ontla.ola.org , pkormos-qp@ndp.on.ca ,
dan@hellonewman.com , bert_johnson@ontla.ola.org , david_turnbull@ontla.ola.org ,
margaret_marlandco@ontla.ola.org , jean-marc_lalonde-mpp@ontla.ola.org , richard_patten-mpp@ontla.ola.org
, garry_guzzo@ontla.ola.org , george_smitherman-mpp@ontla.ola.org , monte_kwinter-mpp@ontla.ola.org ,
tina_molinari@ontla.ola.org , pat_hoy-mpp@ontla.ola.org , chris_stockwell@ontla.ola.org , mprue-qp@ndp.on.ca
, rmarchese-qp@ndp.on.ca , dave_levac-mpp@ontla.ola.org , norm_sterlingco@ontla.ola.org ,
tim_hudak@ontla.ola.org , gerard_kennedy-mpp@ontla.ola.org , john_hastings@ontla.ola.org , tmartinqp@ndp.on.ca , hhampton-qp@ndp.on.ca , bob_woodco@ontla.ola.org
----- Original Message ----From: Jr. Genius Educational Services Inc.
To: Undisclosed-Recipient:;
Sent: Thursday, June 12, 2003 10:47 PM

Subject: Why is this Therapy being ignored by the
Canadian government and medical association?
AIDS, CANCER CURED BY HYPER-OXYGENATION
Hydrogen Peroxide Therapy:
Supplement to The Art of Getting Well
http://www.garynull.com/Documents/Arthritis/Hydrogen_Peroxide_Therapy.htm
I must report on this promising therapy, as so many physicians and patients have
given me good tidings from its use. What is probably not so well known by the
general public, and many practicing physicians, is that hydrogen peroxide has been
used for more than a century, the abstracts of articles published from 1966 through
1988 alone reaches 2" high when printed on 8-1/2"X11" paper.
A number of clinics in the United States and Mexico use hydrogen peroxide therapy,
as well as other treatment modalities, on a routine basis, usually given by
intravenous injection (IV).
Before scoffing, keep in mind that one of the very first lines of defense against any
and all microorganisms recognized as invaders by our immunological system are
macrophages and leucocytes, one of which uses hydrogen peroxide to oxidize the
foreigners; and that vitamin C is effective principally by its ability to promote
hydrogen peroxide use against foreign invaders, including parasites, viruses,
bacteria, yeast/fungus; and that all body tissues contain catalase and that hydrogen
peroxide in the presence of catalase is reduced to oxygen and water. So, there is
strong reason to believe that added hydrogen peroxide, used properly, may be both
effective against certain organisms and safe.
Hydrogen peroxide is an essential metabolite, meaning that it is necessary to life's
process, according to William Campbell Douglass, M.D. of Georgia.
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As we age, our immunological system weakens, which permits organisms of
opportunity to spread, thereby breeding colonies of organisms whose presence is
anathema to good health. Killing these organisms should permit at least temporary
respite from microbial warfare, and give your system time to heal.
According to William Campbell Douglass, M.D. 2 , not only is H2O2 (Hydrogen
Peroxide) involved in phagocytosis (killing and absorption of foreign germs), but also
"it acts like insulin in that it aids the transport of sugar through the body." Is is also
at least as important, or perhaps more so, than thyroid for heat generation because
it creates "intraceullar thermogenesis, a warming of your cells which is absolutely
essential to life's processes."
Various physicians, including some of our referral physicians, also use hydrogen
peroxide therapy for various ailments. Physicians have independently discovered
such treatments to be effective against some types of cancer, leukemia, arthritis,
coronary heart disease, arterial circulation disorders, colitis, gum diseases, and
assorted children's diseases.
The First International Conference of Bio-oxidative Medicine was held February 1719, 1989 in Dallas/Ft. Worth, TX. Physicians presented papers on the efficacy and
safety of hydrogen peroxide infusions. Since that date the non-profit International
Bio-Oxidative Medicine Foundation1 has grown rapidly, attracting many physicians
who have also presented many scholarly works based on their work with patients.
While Chelation Therapy is an extremely useful treatment and preventive measure
for at least 80% of peripheral circulation problems, it apparently cannot clean out
hardened plaque in arteries, like the large heart arteries and the aorta 3 .
According to Douglas, the Baylor University Medical Center may "have gone a long
way toward proving that H2O2 dripped into the leg and carotid vessels of patients
known to have severe arteriosclerosis will clear those arteries of disease. When these
patients died, autopsies were done to compare arteries that had been treated with
H2O2 with those not treated. They reported: `The elution [separation] of lipids from
the arterial wall by dilute hydrogen peroxide has been accomplished. . . .' In simple
English that means the plaque buildup was removed by injecting H2O2 into the blood
vessels. . . . That was over 20 years ago 2 ."
Dr. Douglass added that, "The investigators also reported that the improvement is
not temporary."
While H2O2 has been used to good advantage for hardening of the arteries, temporal
arteritis, shingles, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, the yeast syndrome,
various viral infections, including AIDS, certain forms of cancer, dental gum diseases,
colds (35% H2O2 in cold humidifier), growing better food, purifying water without
chlorine complications, increasing thyroid activity, arthritis, depression, emphysema,
lupus erythematosis, multiple sclerosis, . . ., a list of claims made would exceed our
space limitations, and so I direct you to others for substantiation and research
reports: The International Bio-Oxidative Foundation1 and ECHOS 4 , as per
references.
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A word of caution: while many reputable physicians and researchers have made
legitimate claims on the safety and efficacy of H2O2 , it is my opinion that there are
a lot of scam artists using or selling H2O2 , and so one must be careful 12 . I believe
that you can rely on the work of the International Bio-Oxidative Medicine Foundation
and ECHOS.
There are also many important forgotten facts in the past medical literature. For
example, William Campbell Douglass, M.D. reports on "Dr. Edward C. Rosenow,
author of 450 published medical papers and associate at the Mayo Clinic for over 60
years . . . proved [more than] 70 years ago (1914) that bacteria could be found
consistently in the lymph nodes that drain joints (J.A.M.A., April 11, 1914). He was
probably the first scientist to postulate that H2O2 would help arthritis because of its
ability to supply oxygen to oxygen-hating organisms causing arthritis (Streptococcus
viridans)."
Charles H. Farr, M.D., Ph.D., says, "Perhaps we have become myopic about
biological oxidation! The majority of investigational studies seem to concentrate on
the damaging effects of biological oxidation and the production of free radicals.
Hydrogen peroxide is usually treated as a[n] intermediate or by-product of
metabolism and considered of minor significance in metabolic pathways except as it
relates to biochemical disruption, tissue or cellular damage.
We feel the physiological effects of bio-oxidation and, in particular hydrogen
peroxide, should be investigated with a new prospect.
From the 2,500 or more references on hydrogen peroxide we have collected and
reviewed we have come to appreciate this physiological product as a[n] extremely
important molecule in metabolism. Hydrogen peroxide is produced by all cells of the
body for many different physiological reasons. The granulocytes produce H2O2 as a
first line of defense against bacteria, yeast, virus, parasites, macrophages, and most
fungi. It is involved in any metabolic pathway which utilize oxidases, peroxidases,
cyclo-oxygenase, lipoxygenase, myeloperoxidase, catalase and probably many other
enzymes. Hydrogen peroxide is involved in protein, carbohydrate and fat
metabolism, immunity, vitamin and mineral metabolism or any other system you
might wish to explore.
Our studies demonstrate a positive metabolic effect to intravenous infusion of H2O2 .
Its ability to oxidize almost any physiological or pathological substance, in addition to
producing increased tissue and cellular oxygen tensions, has proven it to have
therapeutic value.
"We feel the evidence presented should stimulate a new appreciation in the study of
the potential therapeutic application of bio-oxidative mechanisms."
Two Means of Administration
There are two ways to administer hydrogen peroxide for medical purposes. Both
means require a pure grade of hydrogen peroxide which is something different than
one can purchase at the drug store for topical treatment of sores and wounds. The
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3% drugstore hydrogen peroxide also contains tin and phosphate compounds that
are dangerous to consume either by means of IV (intravenous) or orally.
For sources of pure "food grade" oral or intravenous hydrogen peroxide, contact
ECHO 4 .
I must caution at the outset that Dr. Farr and some other physicians11 do not
approve of use of H2O2 for oral treatment, as so many treatment modalities
describe11. The exact method for oral administration can also be obtained from
ECHO. http://www.garynull.com/Documents/Arthritis/Hydrogen_Peroxide_Therapy.htm

From: jrgenius.com
Date: 08/21/07 04:13:41
To: SEE ALL ADDRESSES BELOW. SENT TO FEDERAL MEMBERS OF
PARLIAMENT
Subject: STOP THE NEW WORLD ORDER!!

Days devoted to holding our elected officials accountable.
From: Citizens For Real Change
To: Elected Official of Canada
Re: SPP Summit, Montebello, Québec, at the Fairmont Le Château
Montebello resort.
To Our Democratically Elected Officials
It is quite obvious that there is a nefarious plan for a NEW WORLD
ORDER. I have been trying to alert government leaders about this for
over 4 years now.
www.holyhealthy.com.
I want to ensure that you are well aware of the NEW WORLD ORDER
ILLUMINATI AGENDA that will bring us into ARMAGEDDON.
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You are responsible for answering to the public, if you don't act in the
best interests of the PEOPLE you are elected to serve...the Canadian
People.
Those who received videos are accountable!
Emails to Governments and Medical Authorities
Emails to the media
Canada has been taken over by the very Luciferians that control BUSH
and HARPER.
I will not quit this fight until SOLUTION based results are met.
Can you please explain what your position is concerning this summit,
what you know about the agreements that are being made, and
whether your position reflects those of the constituents whom elected
you.
I look forward to your prompt reply on this very important matter.
Citizens For Real Change
Dana Horochowski
Jr. Genius Educational Services Inc.
Dana Horochowski
6687 Wheeler St.
Box 372,
Tamworth, Ont. K0K 3G0
416-419-9023;
1866-9-WAY-TO- A; 1866-992-9862
danah@jrgenius.com
www.jrgenius.com
www.canadastreetnews.com
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www.holyhealthy.com
www.serenityglobal.com
All 304 Members of Parliament with email addresses listed on this link.
http://webinfo.parl.gc.ca/MembersOfParliament/MainMPsCompleteList.
aspx?TimePeriod=Current&Language=E
Aug 20 2007
Wrzesnewskyj.B@parl.gc.ca; Wilson.B@parl.gc.ca; Zed.P@parl.gc.ca ;
Yelich.L@parl.gc.ca; Wilfert.B@parl.gc.ca; Williams.J@parl.gc.ca;
Watson.J@parl.gc.ca; Wasylycia-Leis.J@parl.gc.ca;
Warkentin.C@parl.gc.ca; Wappel.T@parl.gc.ca; Wallace.M@parl.gc.ca;
Volpe.J@parl.gc.ca; Vincent.R@parl.gc.ca; Verner.J@parl.gc.ca;
Vellacott.M@parl.gc.ca; VanKesteren.D@parl.gc.ca;
VanLoan.P@parl.gc.ca; Tweed.M@parl.gc.ca; Turner.G@parl.gc.ca;
Trost.B@parl.gc.ca; Tonks.A@parl.gc.ca; Tilson.D@parl.gc.ca;
Thompson.M@parl.gc.ca; Toews.V@parl.gc.ca;
Thompson.G@parl.gc.ca; Thibault.R@parl.gc.ca;
Temelkovski.L@parl.gc.ca; Telegdi.A@parl.gc.ca; Szabo.P@parl.gc.ca;
Thibault.L@parl.gc.ca; Sweet.D@parl.gc.ca; Stronach.B@parl.gc.ca;
Storseth.B@parl.gc.ca; Strahl.C@parl.gc.ca; St-Hilaire.C@parl.gc.ca;
Steckle.P@parl.gc.ca; St-Cyr.T@parl.gc.ca; Stanton.B@parl.gc.ca;
St.Denis.B@parl.gc.ca; St.Amand.L@parl.gc.ca;
Sorenson.K@parl.gc.ca; Solberg.M@parl.gc.ca; Smith.J@parl.gc.ca;
Skelton.C@parl.gc.ca; Simms.S@parl.gc.ca; Silva.M@parl.gc.ca;
Siksay.B@parl.gc.ca; Sgro.J@parl.gc.ca; Shipley.B@parl.gc.ca;
Scott.A@parl.gc.ca; Schellenberger.G@parl.gc.ca;
Scheer.A@parl.gc.ca; Savoie.D@parl.gc.ca; Savage.M@parl.gc.ca;
Scarpaleggia.F@parl.gc.ca
Aug 21, 2007
Russell.T@parl.gc.ca; Roy.J@parl.gc.ca; Rota.A@parl.gc.ca;
Rodriguez.P@parl.gc.ca; Robillard.L@parl.gc.ca; Ritz.G@parl.gc.ca;
Richardson.L@parl.gc.ca; Regan.G@parl.gc.ca; Reid.S@parl.gc.ca;
Redman.K@parl.gc.ca; Rajotte.J@parl.gc.ca; Ratansi.Y@parl.gc.ca;
Proulx.M@parl.gc.ca; Preston.J@parl.gc.ca; Prentice.J@parl.gc.ca;
Priddy.P@parl.gc.ca; PoiliP@parl.gc.ca; Plamondon.L@parl.gc.ca;
Picard.P@parl.gc.ca; Petit.D@parl.gc.ca; Perron.G-A@parl.gc.ca;
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Pearson.G@parl.gc.ca; Patry.B@parl.gc.ca; Paradis.C@parl.gc.ca;
Paquette.P@parl.gc.ca; Pallister.B@parl.gc.ca; Pacetti.M@parl.gc.ca;
Ouellet.C@parl.gc.ca; OConnor.G@parl.gc.ca; Obhrai.D@parl.gc.ca;
Oda.B@parl.gc.ca; Norlock.R@parl.gc.ca; Nicholson.R@parl.gc.ca;
Neville.A@parl.gc.ca; Nash.P@parl.gc.ca; Nadeau.R@parl.gc.ca;
Murphy.S@parl.gc.ca; Murphy.B@parl.gc.ca; Mourani.Ma@parl.gc.ca;
Moore.R@parl.gc.ca; Moore.J@parl.gc.ca; Minna.M@parl.gc.ca;
Milliken.P@parl.gc.ca; Mills.B@parl.gc.ca; Miller.L@parl.gc.ca;
Merrifield.R@parl.gc.ca; Merasty.G@parl.gc.ca; Menzies.T@parl.gc.ca;
Menard.S@parl.gc.ca; McTeague.D@parl.gc.ca; Menard.R@parl.gc.ca;
McKay.J@parl.gc.ca; McGuire.J@parl.gc.ca; McGuinty.D@parl.gc.ca;
Mayes.C@parl.gc.ca; Mathyssen.I@parl.gc.ca; Matthews.B@parl.gc.ca;
Martin.K@parl.gc.ca; Martin.Pat@parl.gc.ca; Martin.Paul@parl.gc.ca;
Martin.T@parl.gc.ca; Marston.W@parl.gc.ca; Marleau.D@parl.gc.ca;
Mark.I@parl.gc.ca; Manning.F@parl.gc.ca; Maloney.J@parl.gc.ca;
Malo.L@parl.gc.ca; Malhi.G@parl.gc.ca; MacKenzie.D@parl.gc.ca;
MacKay.P@parl.gc.ca; MacAulay.L@parl.gc.ca; Levesque.Y@parl.gc.ca;
Lukiwski.T@parl.gc.ca; Lunn.G@parl.gc.ca; Lunney.J@parl.gc.ca;
Lessard.Y@parl.gc.ca; Lemieux.P@parl.gc.ca; Lemay.M@parl.gc.ca;
Lee.D@parl.gc.ca; Leblanc.D@parl.gc.ca; Layton.J@parl.gc.ca;
Lavallee.C@parl.gc.ca; Lalonde.F@parl.gc.ca; Lake.M@parl.gc.ca;
Kotto.M@parl.gc.ca; Laforest.J@parl.gc.ca; Kramp.D@parl.gc.ca;
Komarnicki.E@parl.gc.ca; Keeper.T@parl.gc.ca; Khan.W@parl.gc.ca;
Kenney.J@parl.gc.ca; Keddy.G@parl.gc.ca; jim@karygiannismp.com;
Karetak-Lindell.N@parl.gc.ca; Kamp.R@parl.gc.ca;
Kadis.S@parl.gc.ca; Julian.P@parl.gc.ca; Jennings.M@parl.gc.ca;
Jean.B@parl.gc.ca; Jaffer.R@parl.gc.ca; Hubbard.C@parl.gc.ca;
Ignatieff.M@parl.gc.ca; Holland.M@parl.gc.ca; Hinton.B@parl.gc.ca;
Hill.J@parl.gc.ca; Hiebert.R@parl.gc.ca; Hearn.L@parl.gc.ca;
Hawn.L@parl.gc.ca; Harvey.L@parl.gc.ca; Harris.R@parl.gc.ca;
Harper.S@parl.gc.ca; Hanger.A@parl.gc.ca;
Guimond.M@parl.gc.ca; Guergis.H@parl.gc.ca; Guay.M@parl.gc.ca;
Guarnieri.A@parl.gc.ca; Grewal.N@parl.gc.ca; Gourde.J@parl.gc.ca;
Goodyear.G@parl.gc.ca; Goodale.R@parl.gc.ca;
Goldring.P@parl.gc.ca; Godin.Y@parl.gc.ca; Godfrey.J@parl.gc.ca;
Gaudet.Ro@parl.gc.ca; Gallant.C@parl.gc.ca; Galipeau.R@parl.gc.ca;
Fry.H@parl.gc.ca; Fletcher.S@parl.gc.ca; Folco.R@parl.gc.ca;
Stoffer.P@parl.gc.ca; Masse.B@parl.gc.ca; Fitzpatrick.B@parl.gc.ca;
Finley.D@parl.gc.ca; Valley.R@parl.gc.ca; Fast.E@parl.gc.ca;
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Faille.M@parl.gc.ca; Eyking.M@parl.gc.ca; Epp.K@parl.gc.ca;
Emerson.D@parl.gc.ca; Easter.W@parl.gc.ca;
Dykstra.R@parl.gc.ca; Dryden.K@parl.gc.ca; Doyle.N@parl.gc.ca;
Duceppe.G@parl.gc.ca; Dosanjh.U@parl.gc.ca; Dewar.P@parl.gc.ca;
Dion.S@parl.gc.ca; Dhaliwal.S@parl.gc.ca; Deschamps.J@parl.gc.ca;
Demers.N@parl.gc.ca; DeBellefeuille.C@parl.gc.ca; Day.S@parl.gc.ca;
DelMastro.D@parl.gc.ca; Davidson.P@parl.gc.ca;
Cummins.J@parl.gc.ca; Cuzner.R@parl.gc.ca; CrowdJ@parl.gc.ca;
Cullen.R@parl.gc.ca; Crete.P@parl.gc.ca; Comuzzi.J@parl.gc.ca;
cotler.i@parl.gc.ca; Cullen.N@parl.gc.ca; comartin.j@parl.gc.ca;
Clement.T@parl.gc.ca; Christopherson.D@parl.gc.ca;
Coderre.D@parl.gc.ca; Chow.O@parl.gc.ca; Chong.M@parl.gc.ca;
Charlton.C@parl.gc.ca; Casson.R@parl.gc.ca; Chan.R@parl.gc.ca;
Carrie.C@parl.gc.ca; Casey.B@parl.gc.ca; Carrier.R@parl.gc.ca;
Cardin.S@parl.gc.ca;
Cannon.L@parl.gc.ca; Calkins.B@parl.gc.ca; Cannis.J@parl.gc.ca;
Cannan.R@parl.gc.ca; Byrne.G@parl.gc.ca; Brunelle.P@parl.gc.ca;
Bruinooge.R@parl.gc.ca; BrownPa@parl.gc.ca; Brown.G@parl.gc.ca;
Brown.B@parl.gc.ca; Brison.S@parl.gc.ca; Breitkreuz.G@parl.gc.ca;
Bourgeois.D@parl.gc.ca; Bouchard.R@parl.gc.ca;
Boshcoff.K@parl.gc.ca; Boucher.S@parl.gc.ca; Bonin.R@parl.gc.ca;
Bonsant.F@parl.gc.ca; Blaney.S@parl.gc.ca; Blais.R@parl.gc.ca;
Blackburn.J@parl.gc.ca; Blaikie.B@parl.gc.ca; Black.D@parl.gc.ca;
Bigras.B@parl.gc.ca; Bezan.J@parl.gc.ca; Bevington.D@parl.gc.ca;
Bevilacqua.M@parl.gc.ca;
Bernier.M@parl.gc.ca; Bellavance.A@parl.gc.ca;
Bennett.C@parl.gc.ca; Bell.C@parl.gc.ca; Beaumier.C@parl.gc.ca;
Belanger.M@parl.gc.ca; Batters.D@parl.gc.ca; Barbot.V@parl.gc.ca;
Bains.N@parl.gc.ca; Bagnell.L@parl.gc.ca; Bachand.C@parl.gc.ca;
Bachand.C@parl.gc.ca; Asselin.G@parl.gc.ca; Angus.C@parl.gc.ca;
Atamanenko.A@parl.gc.ca; Andre.G@parl.gc.ca;
Anderson.Da@parl.gc.ca; Arthur.A@parl.gc.ca;
Ambrose.R@parl.gc.ca; Allison.D@parl.gc.ca; Anders.R@parl.gc.ca;
Allen.M@parl.gc.ca; Ablonczy.D@parl.gc.ca; Alghabra.O@parl.gc.ca;
Abbott.J@parl.gc.ca; Albrecht.H@parl.gc.ca
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Emails to the MEDIA
From: Jr. Genius Educational Services Inc.
To: cbc.ca@toronto.cbc.ca ; letters@cbc.ca ; disclosure@cbc.ca ; fifth@toronto.cbc.ca
Sent: Thursday, February 12, 2004 1:59 PM
Subject: IS ANYONE LISTENING IN THE NEWSROOM?
Hello again CBC
Ottawa newsroom has a video on MEGAMURDER- www.freeworldalliance.com
I sent it to them in Feb 2003....return address was from Toronto CBC Newsroom....so you have it.
I don't waste money and risk my life by mailing out this crucial information for nothing.
That will uncover the Megamurder behind the vaccines that you are pushing on your newscasts
right now.
If you guys don't wake up over there....you will be accountable for your incompetence.
Sincerely
Dana Horochowski
----- Original Message ----From: "Jr. Genius Educational Services Inc." < danah@jrgenius.com >
To: "Toronto Disclosure" < disclosure@cbc.ca >
Sent: Wednesday, January 21, 2004 11:56 PM
Subject: Re: email attachments for NWO
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi Helen
Thanks for your response. Your newsroom has had this video and others (
sent in Feb 2003)
It is the key to understanding what is going on in the Matrix.
Ottawa newsroom was also sent this info last year.
Is CBC that independent? No.
I urge you do find out what happened to the David Icke and Anthony Hilder
videos that were mailed specifically to your newsroom in Feb 2003.
www.vaticanassassins.org
Urgency in this matter is of utmost importance.
Sincerely
Dana Horochowski
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>
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>
>
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>
>
>
>
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>
>
>
>
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----- Original Message ----From: "Toronto Disclosure" < disclosure@cbc.ca >
To: < danah@jrgenius.com >
Sent: Wednesday, January 21, 2004 11:05 AM
Subject: Re: email attachments for NWO
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Dear Ms. Horochowski,
Thank you for suggesting an investigation into the Illuminati.
Please know that we are working hard to provide our viewers with solid
stories that are thought-provoking and fresh. Though not all can be
investigated, we do value your ideas and they will be distributed to our
producers for consideration. We will contact you in the future should
your story idea be one we wish to pursue.
Thank you for watching and for taking the time to write us!
Sincerely,
Helen Kugler
Program Assistant
CBC News: Disclosure
==============================
Want to keep tabs on what's coming
up on Disclosure? Sign up for
Disclosure's E-Mail Digest. We'll send
you a weekly note letting you know
what's on the show.
Click on this link to register:
http://interact.cbc.ca/mailman/listinfo.cgi/disclosure
>>> "Jr. Genius Educational Services Inc." < danah@jrgenius.com >
01/21/04 12:04AM >>>
Hello CBC
I have enjoyed your news to date...but WHY haven't you shown the
Illuminazi 9-11 video on TV yet? Anthony Hilder
www.freeworldalliance.com
Your newsroom could have exposed this mess a long time ago. I am
continuing the fight to get the truth out, but it is dangerous work.
York Catholic board...I just retired from it because of the corruption.
Now they won't allow me to supply teach with them. I know too much.
The union hasn't responded to my grievance. I haven't been fired.
They are afraid of me over there.
Well...this mess needs to be fixed. SO.... who is going to fix it?
I am sick of everyone worrying about their pension or their little
precious King James Bible.
Let me know if we can count on you to expose this corruption. I don't
trust Mr. Martin to do it.
Sincerely
Dana Horochowski

To: letters@CBC.CA ( emailed also to all York Region principals in York region and Can. Gov't )from
prophesynews@hotmail.com
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2003 10:48 AM
Subject: highlighted document-We are headed for MAJOR TROUBLE!!!!!
I highlighted some areas in red....in this article. Easier read.
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www.thespectrumnews.org or

Black POPE (PDF)

It is true. I have studied this New World Order HORROR game plan for quite some time. Sadly...the
Roman Catholic Church- Jesuits are in top power in the Illuminati. They control the Federal Reserve,
federal governments, UN, Britain ( Royal Families), the Bush Criminal Skull and Bones elite, Billy
Graham and other top TBN Christian leaders.
UNBELIEVABLE but we have to wake up now or we have no hope but to experience a fate far worse
than Hitler's.
Our children are being sexually abused, mind controlled, drugged ( illegal drugs everywhere), made
deliberately sick and also tortured and killed for Satanic ritual sacrifices.
(Why...Drink the blood and eat the body of Christ...there are some crazy things going on behind the
scenes...and I don't want any part of that FAITH anymore! It is a total LIE! I am very ANGRY! )
Look at the American $1 bill and you will see the All Seeing Eye of Lucifer on top of a PYRAMID of
mind control in media, education, government, military, corporations, health, banks, energy,
drugs...... and the New World Order symbol under it...
WE DON'T LEARN A DAMN THING IN SCHOOL!!! The goal is to keep teachers busy, stressed, sick and
doing meaningless work instead of loving these kids. They don't intend to allow our children the
right to reach their full potential. Think for themselves.
By the way....FEDERAL income tax IS ILLEGAL. CCRA is a private company. Legally...they owe us that
money back.
Our pension must be moved into Canadian gold stocks and other new technologies not Illuminati
based.
Trust me on this...the truth is too crazy right now...but they NEED this gold for future survival and
they want to crash the stocks that they control and buy back gold (which was initially the value of our
dollar when money first was created.)
Please keep my involvement discrete.

I don't want fame....that would result in assassination.

The following is a reprint from the May 2000 issue of The SPECTRUM newspaper. Permission is hereby
granted to quote The SPECTRUM in whole or in part, so long as full credit of this source is given,
including contacting address and phone number. Phone: 1-877-280-2866 toll-free, or write: 9101
West Sahara Ave., PMB 158, Las Vegas, NV 89117. You can visit us at thespectrumnews.org website
on the Internet. The SPECTRUM newspaper is a non-profit corporation which relies heavily on the
donations and support of its readers.
makes total sense
Taken from the Black Pope
pg 1. To call the following outlay “controversial” and “sensitive” is about as mild an understatement
of the truth of the matter as can be made! This missing link changes the entire slant of the entire
playing field!
Let's call this story the “Jesuit-Vatican connection” to the unfolding New World Order agenda. You
make up your own mind just how absolutely central, yet well hidden, has been this link!
When one reads a work like Vatican Assassins , one can't help but reflect back on the purposely
“adjusted” and watered down and boring moments in high school history class. Meanwhile, the true
history of what has gone on is dynamic and full of calculated intrigue.
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—well, let me just say that Truth certainly is stranger, and far more interesting , than the many
fictions we've been led to believe are historical fact. And yet The Truth does fit together like the
pieces of a jigsaw puzzle.
pg 2..... all aspects of global control by the Jesuits, dating back to 1540
literally, link every major global conflict and political assassination to the hands of the Jesuit Order.
The Jews, as with many other groups you mention, have been the unwitting pawns in this Jesuit
Agenda.
3 The Jesuit General, and the other high Jesuit Generals, they are sorcerers. They are Luciferians,
and they worship what they would call Lucifer. They do not believe in Satan. They believe in Lucifer.
4. Knights are good, dear brothers with the High Mafia Dons—the Gambinos, the Lucchese, the
Columbos, all of them. And they control Hollywood, not the Jews. It's only Jews who are front-men
who are involved in Hollywood and working for the Mafia and for the Cardinal,
5. The Jesuit General rules the world through his provincials. And the provincials then, of course, rule
the lower Jesuits, and there are many Jesuits who are not “professed”, so many of the lower Jesuits
have no idea what's going on at the top. They have no concept of the power of their Order.
6. no women. They have no love of a woman. Because to have a wife, to have a woman, means you
have an allegiance to your wife and family, and you cannot obey the General. That's why they will
NEVER be married, and that's one of the great KEYS to their success.
They can betray a nation and walk away. They can betray all the Irish Catholics getting on the Titanic
, and walk away. They can betray us in Vietnam and walk away. They can betray us every time we go
to the hospital and get radiated and cut and drugged, and walk away, because it's “for the greater
glory of God”—Ad Majorem Dei Gloriam: the greater glory of the god who sits in Rome.
5. Their ultimate goal is the rule of the world, with the Pope of their making, from Solomon's rebuilt
Temple in Jerusalem. That's their ultimate goal.
6. Catholic nobles, with lots of money, donated castles and schools and money to the Jesuit Order.
Virtually everything they own has been given to them or stolen by them. Of course, they stole all of
the fortunes of the Jews in World War II.
Jesuit General—and this is one of the most important points I want to make about Von Kolvenbach—
the Jesuit General is in complete control of the international intelligence community: that's the CIA,
the FBI, the KGB, the Israeli Mossad, the German BND, the British SIS. The Jesuit General is in
COMPLETE CONTROL of the entire intelligence apparatus—FBI, every bureaucratic agency in this
country, all of it; he is in complete control of it.
27 head of the Knights of Malta in 1963. He is the head of W. R. Grace, and he's one of the largest
shipping tycoons in the world, in control of all the shipping in South America. W. R. Grace involved in
the poisoning of America with fast-food chains, so everybody gets heart disease, clogged arteries, so
they can go to bypass surgery and further enrich the medical profession, while carrying out their
medical inquisition. Isn't that clear? So not only are they going to kill all of the American people, but
they're going to make billions doing it.
thank GOD...we have hope in the next phrase...but we are all called!
29 Because, if it's ever known that the Jesuits killed our first Roman Catholic President, if the Roman
Catholics of Northeastern America ever find that out, and ever believe it, the Jesuits are finished
here.
This country is the keystone to implementing the temporal power of the Pope around the world. If
this country would expel the Jesuits, and we get back our national sovereignty, and we started to be
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self-governing once again, we would have our liberty, and the Jesuits would be out, and we would
begin to experience REAL financial prosperity, and real living.
So, if that is known that the Jesuits are the ones behind it, that Rome carried this out, the Catholics of
the Northeast would have a revolution. We would have another revolution because American Roman
Catholics are not like Catholics in any other country: they think. They have their own opinion. They
believe in freedom of conscience. They believe they have the right to express themselves.
Catholics in Poland don't believe that. Catholics in Italy wouldn't dare believe that. But the Catholics
here do. They have a lot of Protestant principles. They don't really comprehend this whole idea of
universal, world-wide temporal power of the Pope. They think it's just a religion.
But, if those Catholics in New York, if those two million Roman Catholics knew that Spellman was
behind it, and O'Connor has covered it up, we'd have a revolution! Because it's the Roman Catholics,
unfortunately, who only do anything about things. The Protestants don't do anything. They're all a
bunch of wimps, a bunch of cowards. They don't do anything.
It's the Roman Catholics who apparently have built our major cities. They built our skyscrapers.
They're the great steel workers. They're the ones, apparently, with the guts enough to bring about a
change.
31 So, the purpose of the Cold War was to kill millions of these heretic, orthodox Buddhists, and to
install in their country dictators that will carry out the Inquisition, who are loyal to the Pope.
. I mean, they pretty much have South America. They pretty much have Africa. But they don't have
the East, and the Orthodox nations, and the Buddhist nations.
So, the purpose of the Cold War was to kill millions of these heretic, orthodox Buddhists, and to
install in their country dictators that will carry out the Inquisition, who are loyal to the Pope.
33 All the great Protestant Universities are now in the hands of the Masons and the Jesuits. Harvard
has a Jesuit House. They're controlled. And so, wherever they control education, they control the
politics. And they control the education in China, Russia, all the Communist countries. Now that they
have all of the dictators installed all throughout the world, they don't need the Cold War anymore. So
now they can proceed with their next agenda, and that's the unification of Europe, the building up of
Russia, and the destruction of the Western Empire. And that's their next agenda.
We'll have race war. We're going to have the Moslems fighting the Klu Klux Klan. Whites siding with
the Whites; the Blacks siding with the Blacks. It's going to be a blood-bath everywhere. And that will
justify Martial Law, and the military, and the whole nine yards, and also foreign occupation; we're
going to have that too.
pg. 34 the Beast, and he will come back to life. He comes back to life, mid-trip, at the very time that
Satan and his angels are cast out of Heaven by Michael and his angels. At this time, Satan goes and
he indwells the Beast, this Pope. Now he comes back to life, just like Christ.
And what is he going to do? He's going to destroy the Catholic Church. He's going to destroy the
Vatican; and he's going to go down in Jerusalem and demand to be worshipped as God,
later in article.....Phelps: Ok. World War II, produced of course by Rome, caused the Nazi
experiments on the people in the concentration camps—the Jews, the Gypsies, the Socialists,
primarily the Jews. But they experimented with things like fluoride. They experimented with things
like EDTA chelation, which is THE treatment of choice for anybody with heart disease. They
experimented with poisons. They experimented with surgeries. They experimented with all kinds of
things on these people. They also experimented with vaccinations and immunizations.
There's a book called The Nazi Doctors . Everything that was learned by them was integrated into the
American Medical Association, after the war. That's why we all have our municipal water supplies
fluoridated. That's why they're all chlorinated, because chlorine decreases oxygen, and therefore
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causes cancer, because cancer grows in an anaerobic state—it's a virus, converting cells into mutants
that are anaerobic.
Ok. All of Europe is using ozone to clean their water supplies. Here they use chlorine. They want us
with cancer. And how do we get cancer? With the vaccinations and immunizations, where they inject
us with live viruses, like the hepatitis vaccine—every one of them has the HIV virus, SV-40.
What they're doing is what they learned in Nazi Germany. They implemented here and they continue
their research in the United States…
there is more...but these are some key point. The whole 50 pages has vital info.

Steven Harper and the Bilderbergers Secret Meeting

by Harper Fan Friday June 06, 2003 at 08:35 PM
Stephen Harper meets with the global elite.

harper.jpg, image/jpeg, 1280x788
A Call to action to bring an issue to light.
What is Stephen Harper, Leader of the Official Opposition and the Alliance Party of
Canada doing at a super-secret elite meeting of the Western world's central bankers,
defense experts, press barons, royalty, prime ministers, international financiers, ,
industrialists and government officials?
Over the weekend of May 15th -18th, the annual gathering of the Bilderberg group
was held at the Trianon Hotel, near Versailles, France. High level plutocrats gathered
away from the public eye to discuss matters of global economic, financial and
geopolitical strategy and policy. The Indymedia Norway site published an official
attendance list, originally obtained by Tony Gosling of http://www.bilderberg.org
from Richard Vadon, a BBC radio 4 correspondent who is doing a documentary of the
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event due out in July. Solan Gunderson of the Norwegian Indymedia site has actively
covered the Bilderberg Meeting, and published the guestlist there:
http://www.indymedia.no/news/2003/05/10326.php Until recently, the only
coverage of the meeting was done by James Tucker of American Free Press, and
Gunderson has published his article at
http://www.indymedia.no/news/2003/05/10176.php The only Canadian coverage of
these meetings was done by John Deverell, a business write for the Toronto Star in
1996.
“Bilderberg takes its name from the Bilderberg Hotel in Oosterbeek, Holland, where
the first meeting took place in May 1954. That pioneering meeting grew out of the
concern expressed by many leading citizens on both sides of the Atlantic that
Western Europe and North America were not working together as closely as they
should on matters of critical importance. It was felt that regular, off-the-record
discussions would help create a better understanding of the complex forces and
major trends affecting Western nations in the difficult post-war period “Source:
http://www.nexusmagazine.com/Bilderbergers.html
The 2003 guest list includes names such as David Rockefeller, Richard Perle, Klaus
Schwab (World Economic Forum), Henry Kissinger, the King and Queen of Spain,
Paul Wolfowitz and a host of other bankers, corporate heads and royalty. Some
Canadians in attendance included Conrad Black, Mark Steyn (National Post) Heather
Reisman (Chapters-Indigo), Anthony Fell (RBC Dominion Securities) and Stephen
Harper, Leader of the Opposition. Other past Canadian participants, as shown in the
guestlists posted at http://www.bilderberg.org , have included Ralph Klein, Paul
Martin, Preston Manning and Jean Chretien.
Pepe Escobar's article for the Asia Times
http://www.atimes.com/atimes/Middle_East/EE22Ak03.html highlights several
important points concerning the elite group. Specifically, they do not invite leaders
from Latin America, the Middle East or Asia. The Bilderberg meetings are a kingmaking process, as Tony Blair and Bill Clinton showed themselves at the annual
meetings in the years leading up to their elections. Escobar also suggests that the
Bilderberg meeting is where the G8 agenda is formulated; hence, the G8 is turned
merely into a rubber-stamping mechanism for policy formed by individuals meeting
in the capacities of private persons. If this is the case, then protestors are railing
against a dead duck.
Several Canadians who have attended in the past include Ralph Klein, Preston
Manning, Paul Martin and Jean Chretien. Klein's attendance was reported in the May
29, 1995 issue of the Report http://www.bilderberg.org/cocktail.htm [One can only
speculate that Harper's appearance has been due in part to his pro-war stance, a
reward from Conrad Black or other Neo-conservatives in Washington.]
These meetings are suffering an absolute blackout in the Canadian presses, as the
editors of the Globe and Mail, National post and CanWest all have affiliations with
this secretive group. Part of the problem is that, in order to gain admission to the
club, one has to pledge secrecy.
Most Canadians have never heard of the Bilderberg group, let alone realize the
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significance of Mr. Harper's attendance at the meeting. For a good background
reading, please see http://www.nexusmagazine.com/Bilderbergers.html Perhaps the
global elite have their bets placed on a sharp ‘right' turn in the upcoming federal
election.
[I might add a few historical notes about the origins of the Bilderberg meeting in
1952 under the visionary leadership of Joseph Retinger who with Prince Bernard of
the Netherlands, wbose vision was to great a supernational powerful organization to
unite the world in peace. Except that the group has no form of accountability to the
people of their respective nations.
Finally, several questions are worth note:
- Did Mr. Harper attend the meeting in the Capacity of a private individual or a public
person?
- Who paid for his trip?
- How does his hobnobbing with the elite and neo-conservatives like Richard Perle
square with his grassroots support base?
- If past Bilderberg meetings have made “kings” of Bill Clinton and Tony Blair, what
are the expectations are the plans of the Bilderbergers for Steven Harper?
- How will the Bilderberg agenda impact his policy making?
- Does Mr Harper want Canada's political agenda to be set by Canadians, or by the
global plutocrats?
Please call your local MP and have the address this issue publicly.

Unification the real Canadian
Bilderberg agenda
http://www.vivelecanada.ca/article.php/20050418133839584
Monday, April 18 2005 @ 07:38 PM MDT
A couple of years ago, I brought up the importance of the Bilderberg meetings in
shaping the Canadian political agenda. The 2003 attendance of Stephen Harper was
a signal that the Global Crony-Class had placed its bets on Harper taking the
leadership of the Conservative Party, and it proved to be a pretty good indicator of
the outcome of the Conservative Leadership Race. They seem to be pretty good at
picking the up-and-comers, as Bill Clinton was a podunk Governor when he went to a
Bilderberg meeting.
Unfortunately, I have been among a handful of Canadians, besides Edmonton's See
Magazine and anonymous posters to Indymedia websites to comment on the
Bilderberg meetings. David Frum and Mark Steyn, both noted Canadian “Journalists”
have attended, but nether has commented on the inner workings of these meetings.
Why is that? Conrad Black should invite National Post columnist Colby Cosh to this
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year's event, and he should be allowed to blog live from the venue, just to prove
that the Bildies have nothing to hide.
The real Canadian Bilderberg agenda has nothing to do with health care, marriage or
Charter Rights. The real hidden agenda is that Mssrs. Martin, Harper, Harris,
Manning and Klein all agree on one thing: that Canada must integrate further with
the USA, and this could be a bad thing. Several of these clowns have been the stars
of a Canadian political drama that has been unfolding in recent weeks, and it's pretty
clear that they are using social issues to distract us from economic ones.
Read the rest:
http://grandinite.blogspot.com/2005/04/unification-real

Great Downloads
SUPPRESSED INFORMATION VIDEO DOWNLOADS

NESARA WARNING!!! URGENT. BEWARE THE BEAST AGENDA! DO
NOT BE DECEIVED!

http://insights2.org/nesara/2007.html
http://www.sherryshriner.com
Unrepentant - Canada’s Genocide A documentary that reveals what it claims is Canada’s
darkest secret - the deliberate extermination of Native Americans under the guise of
religion
http://zeitgeistmovie.com/
Hidden from History pdf or html
The BLACK POPE- missing link in the conspiracy

VIDEOS DOWNLOADS (right click and save target as)
Rainbow Warriors- there is hope 4 min http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=utBkbJIYMy8
Illuminati- All Conspiracy No Theory Pt 1
Illuminati- All Conspiracy No Theory Pt 2
Illuminati- All Conspiracy No Theory Pt 3
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Illuminati- All Conspiracy No Theory Pt 4
Illuminati 2- ANTICHRIST CONSPIRACY Chapter 1
Illuminati 2- ANTICHRIST CONSPIRACY Chapter 2
Illuminati 2- ANTICHRIST CONSPIRACY Chapter 3
Illuminati 2- ANTICHRIST CONSPIRACY Chapter 4
Lightbringers
Download FREE BOOK-Handbook

for the New Paradigm

(www.nomorehoaxes.com)

Journey to the Hollow Earth
7 Signs of Christ's Return
Satan's System-666.wmv
The Big Picture Part 1- http://www.nomorehoaxes.com/
The Big Picture Part 2 - http://www.nomorehoaxes.com/
Warning of the dangers of vaccines (www.Infowars.com)
The Secret www.whatisthesecret.tv
The God Who Wasn't There- www.thegodmovie.com
The Money Masters Part 1
The Money Masters Part 2
Chemtrails
megamurder.wmv- www.freeworldalliance.com
none dare call it murder.wmv -www.freeworldalliance.com
Bill Schnoebelen - Illuminati Exposed (Freemasonry & Satanism) Part 1 of
2.mp3
Bill Schnoebelen - Illuminati Exposed (Freemasonry & Satanism) Part 2 of
2.mp3
The 13 Illuminati Bloodlines - Part 1Of 2
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The 13 Illuminati Bloodlines - Part 2Of 2
The Secret Rulers of the World- The Bilderberg Group
BBC Documentary about President Bush, Satanism, Illuminati, Freemasons.asf
Conspiracy of Silence-Discovery channel (banned)-evil Micheal Moore Alex Jones
David Icke Freemasons sex Illuminati conspiracy evidence truth share please occult
documentary mov.wmv
HAARP Project Documentary - Holes in Heaven..wmv
Jeremiah Films - The God Makers 2 - Mormon Conspiracy (1992).avi
Mark_Kimmel_Weaving cosmic paradigm.wmv
free energy
Reptilians Among Us.wma
truth about fluoride -(www.Infowars.com) (davidicke.com).mov
UFO Ancient Aliens - (Fallen Angels) History Channel Documentary
(www.Infowars.com).wmv
Was the Tsunami Man made - HAARP Project Documentary - Holes in Heaven
-.wmv
Federal Reserve System
Alex Jones - interviews Illuminati and occult expert Texe Marrs on NASA's occult
symbolism as it relates to Columbia (1).mp3
Mormons & Illuminati (Do Same Satanic Rituals).wmv
Alex Jones - The Microchip
Power Point Presentation on the MICROCHIP- Mondex (Money- Right Hand)
New World Order (Top Secret)(www.Infowars.com)
Alex Jones - Martial Law 911 (1 of 3).wmv
Alex Jones - Martial Law 911 (2 of 3).wmv
Alex Jones - Martial Law 911 (3 of 3).wmv
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www.sherryaudios.com Sherry has many audios that have critical information that
you can download and distribute
Ruled by the Gods Video-David Icke David Icke interviewed by Alex Jones
Legend of Atlantis 1 - Dawn of the Gods (Thule, Illuminati, .wmv
Legend Of Atlantis 2 - Secret Brotherhood (Thule, Illuminati, 2012, Shambala, Ufo,
New Age).wmv
Legend of Atlantis 3 - Secret Prophecies (Thule, Illuminati,.wmv)
Legend of Atlantis 4 - Return of the Lightmasters (Thule, Illuminati,.wmv)
Legend of Atlantis 5 - Battle of Armageddon
Are we alone in the Universe
Alien 51
Speaking Out- David Icke
GNN - CIA Mind Control Operation MK-ULTRA.
Conspiracy Con 2005 Presentation
"The Origins of Evil"
with Michael Tsarion http://www.taroscopes.com/webstream/ccvideos/ccvideos.html

Michael Tsarion Google video player needed download here
"The Origins of Evil" http://www.taroscopes.com/webstream/ccvideos/ccvideos.html or google
video
2012 - The Future of Mankind.gvi or google website
The Destruction Of Atlantis Michael Tsarion.gvi or google website
Freemasonary, Illuminati, Secret Societies, Michael Tsarion, Hesham Tillawi.gvi or
google website
Michael Tsarion - Kings Dynasties & Physical Evidence for Israel.gvi or google
website
the Freeman Perspective with Michael Tsarion.gvi or google website
Coast To Coast - Michael Tsarion Destiny The Nephilim
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Angels And Demons Revealed.gvi or google website

Freedom Road Pt 1 David Icke
Freedom Road Pt 2 David Icke
Illuminati - The great Illusion (part 2-2) hegel, unocal, 911, wtc, cia, nsa, norad,
bush, nwo, illuminati, cfr, fbi, cipro, faa, cheney, drugs, israel, iraq, wmd,
conspiracy.wmv
The Power Of Nightmares Part 1 (BBC 2004-10, GNN, David Icke, Illuminati,
Conspiracy, 9-11, September, WTC, Mind Control, MkUltra, CIA, Fritz Springmeier,
Mike Ruppert)
The Power Of Nightmares Part 2
The Power Of Nightmares Part 3
Nothing to Something- Free Energy
Underground Cities, Mass Population Reduction Pt 1
Underground Cities, Mass Population Reduction Pt 2
Return of the Stargods Richard Vizzutti Radio Interviews CLICK HERE
PASTOR BUDDY Click for Audio Archive
Daniel Ott Show Click Here for Free Archives
Freedom Road Pt 1 David Icke
Freedom Road Pt 2 David Icke
Illuminati - The great Illusion (part 2-2) hegel, unocal, 911, wtc, cia, nsa, norad,
bush, nwo, illuminati, cfr, fbi, cipro, faa, cheney, drugs, israel, iraq, wmd,
conspiracy.wmv
The Power Of Nightmares Part 1 (BBC 2004-10, GNN, David Icke, Illuminati,
Conspiracy, 9-11, September, WTC, Mind Control, MkUltra, CIA, Fritz Springmeier,
Mike Ruppert)
The Power Of Nightmares Part 2
The Power Of Nightmares Part 3
Nothing to Something- Free Energy
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Return of the Stargods Richard Vizzutti Radio Interviews CLICK HERE
PASTOR BUDDY Click for Audio Archive
Daniel Ott Show Click Here for Free Archives
Exploring the Enigmas of the Ages and the Puzzles of the Present Hosted by William
H. Kennedy - Click for Radio Page
JACK BLOOD.com- Multimedia links. Take the RED PILL
TOTAL ONSLAUGHT GOOGLE VIDEO SERIES
Listen Up with Lorna Dueck #262 - Can Money Heal a Nation?

CANADIAN CONTENT
www.canadastreetnews.com -

Toronto Street News with Victor

Fletcher

LOVECRY.org

Toronto Shelter for Street Kids with Angel Femia

http://www.canadacourtwatch.com audio filest
Alien abductions explained: UFOs & the Bible in history & in prophecyFeature
Think Again Productions - 1 hr 22 min - Dec 30, 2006 - (602 ratings)
... demythologizes ancient accounts of angels and gods. What does Biblical prophecy
say about the role of UFOs in the future? FEATURING: Dr. Chuck Misler, ...
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-7895619416665779051

Here are 400 others you can watch just one click away..
http://documentaries.ws/1/e107_plugins/content/content.php?content.584

GET OUT OF TORONTO

before the

G20 Terrorism Begins.

BEWARE of the WOLF! Illuminati Plan to INVADE
CANADA.
YOU are
CANADA!

NOT OUR QUEEN...LIZARDBETH!
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Why does

ONTARIO have BRITISH NAMES.

Victoria Stafford

was ritually

sacrificed

in

Woodstock

(full

moon passover 2009).
You are

The

FEMA BOUND LIZARDBETH!

Planet

belongs to

HUMANITY !

FREEMASONS SERVE SATAN

NOT

SOCIETY!
Iggy's AshkeNAZI
ALLEGIANCE is
AMERICAN
http://uncyclopedia.wikia.com/wiki/Michael_Ignatieff

Toronto's Mayor
MILLER is California
Born!
Harper = Hitler =

AshkeNAZI

Police State Toronto - Terror Drill Caught On Tape -On Sunday April 18th
I received a tip that there would be a terror/civilian evacuation drill in the downtown core which was to
include simulated gun fire, actors resembling accident victims and the participation of Police Tactical
Officers, the Emergency Task Force, and Toronto Fire and EMS.
No one was notified that the drill would be taking place even though it was conducted in the financial district
just a few blocks away from the location of the G20 summit coming to Toronto this June 26th/27th.
Police with assault rifles could be seen ordering around civilians in an underground food court during
one of the simulated scenarios.
In a world where false flag attacks are becoming the modus operandi for manipulating the masses into
accepting greater forms of tyranny, police and intelligence agencies are
looking to merge the public and private sectors of security as a solution
to the threat of terrorism . We interviewed Chris Fernandes of the
Toronto Police Service and TAVIS Response Team who was responsible
for the drill and he stated to me over and over again that times are
changing... and private security is a very important partnership
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for us. We also interviewed Deputy Chief Kim Derry from TAPPS who went on to say theres only so many
police officers but theres lots of private security. If private citizens see things they can report it to the
private sector and the private sector has a communication network now with us and they can pass it on.
The merging of the public and private sectors of security is a very slippery slope and what the TAPPS
organization fails to realise is that when there is an abuse of authority or an illegal action taking by

independent press is on the
rise and as long as we continue to expose these psyops for what they really are than citizens of the world
just may realize that theyve been had and will take a stand to join the infowar, expose the lies and
seek the truth. For more information visit: http://pressfortruth.ca/
these private forces no one is ever held accountable. Luckily

Sheeple: Signs That You Might Be Part Of The Herd…
http://neithercorp.us:80/npress/?p=287
By Giordano Bruno Neithercorp Press – 05/03/2010
In every person there are

open those doors

barriers and doorways to truth. The trick is finding the unique keys which
and break down those barriers.

We did not get to where we are now by giving up
when the waters became choppy, and I believe when
this age is chronicled and spoken of, it will be our perseverance
above all else that defines us. It is a grueling task to defeat an
opponent who cannot be made to give up. It is
nearly impossible to defeat that same opponent when he is also

right.
To those in the New World
Order, we are such an
opponent.
do not falter, the
sheeple will grow thinner
in number, replaced by
cognizant vibrant individuals, and the warped ambitions
As long as we

of Globalists

will not come to pass…

http://neithercorp.us:80/npress/?p=287

November 2009
11 15 2009

PROBLEM, REACION

EndGame / / Fall of the Republic
October 2009
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Credo Mutwa on Barack Obama

SEPT 2009

Kathleen Moore
HABEAS CORPUS CANADA
The Official Legal Challenge To North American Union
www.habeascorpuscanada.com
MY OWN VIDEOS: http://hccvideocatalog.blogspot.com
MY PRINCIPAL VIDEOS EVERY CANADIAN SHOULD SEE:

* 1.

Whisper (Part I): http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFMzhuRpDew

Supporting docs: http://www.scribd.com/doc/17583203/In-the-Eye-of-the-Eagle-The-Secret-Committeeat-Power-Corp-1967

1968 Press Conference of Rene Levesque to replace
Canada: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vV-s0B0TmvY
* 2.

* 3.

While You Were Sleeping:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=khtYGYpJPj8

Model Parliament for North America:

* 4.
v=aYsHm_ly0Bs

http://www.youtube.com/watch?

* 5. http://nauresistance.org/2009/09/ekos-the-annexation-survey/
HONDURAS BLOGS AND COMMENTS:
http://nauresistance.org/2009/08/zelaya-ouster-not-a-military-coup reposted from:
http://honduras-not-a-military-coup.blogspot.com
* Recommended reading: http://nauresistance.org/2009/09/honduran-sovereignty-who-has-jurisdiction
* The FARC's Honduran Friends http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204251404574340570960456550.html
* Hillary's Honduran Obsession http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204518504574423570828980800.html
CANADA BLOGS:
* http://canadian-state-of-the-union.blogspot.com
* http://habeascorpuscanadacomments.blogspot.com
CONTRIBUTOR STATUS:
* http://nauresistance.org
BANNERS AND SEALS:
* http://theplannedendofcanada.blogspot.com
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HAVE A LAUGH: Communists and Theocratic Globalists want to "save Canada":
http://canadiansovietactionparty.50webs.com
"Soviet" supporting documents for that spoof site are here:
http://northamericansovietunion.blogspot.com
1941 COMMUNIST WORLD PLANNING MAP - CONTINENTAL UNIONS MERGED UNDER WORLD
GOVERNMENT:
* http://www.scribd.com/doc/13846978/1942-POSTWAR-NEW-WORLD-MAP-by-Maurice-Gomberg
* http://www.scribd.com/doc/13848564/1942-New-World-Order-Map-Contains-No-Canada
Source: The United States Library of Congress: http://www.scribd.com/doc/13848839/United-StatesLibrary-of-Congress-Gomberg-Map-Zoom-Display

KATHLEEN MOORE'S HABEAS CORPUS CANADA
NETWORKING SITES:
* http://twitter.com/HCCanada
* http://www.youtube.com/user/crazyforcanada

* http://www.scribd.com/HCCanada
* http://www.myspace.com/393788437

ARTISTIC ACTIVISM:
* http://vids.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=vids.individual&videoid=37557602
* Poems to print: http://www.scribd.com/doc/14010647/Selected-Poems-for-Kids-livelinked-Video* Canadian Web Award: http://www.scribd.com/doc/14009980/Selected-Poems-for-Kids-2008-CanadianWeb-Award
* http://www.youtube.com/user/brightpathwaypoems
* http://brightpathway.webng.com [Poems] (linked to Habeas Corpus Canada site)
* http://kathleenmoore.webng.com [Photography] (linked to Habeas Corpus Canada site)
GALLERY:
* http://www.imagekind.com/GalleryProfile.aspx?gid=208d0dd3-d012-4380-a2f6-cfc0e50db191
CHRISTMAS E-CARDS IN FRENCH AND IN ENGLISH (CANADIAN-STYLE!)
* http://www.joyeuxmontreal.com (send an e-card for Canada this coming Christmas and New Year)
SUPPORT THE RESEARCH - BUY A "NORTH AMERICAN SOVIET UNION" T-SHIRT:
* http://www.cafepress.com/NASUNION

09 28 09

YOU are a LIAR, HARPER!
Your ALLIES are not Canada's allies.
LEAVE IRAN alone. Your allies are starting
the war!
Free energy/cold fusion is the way.....NOT POISONOUS,
dangerous NUCLEAR ENERGY!
HAARPing up our weather again? HIGH winds in ONTARIO!
More funnel clouds to destroy more farmland and property!
http://www.haarp.net/
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Hiding from parliament again...I see. Your media whores are
liars too!
Federal Reserve- Sept 30th is deadline for accounting. They are
bankrupt. Hope you have your money out of the $ATANIC money
$y$tem.
ZIONISTS are banning Toronto Street News from all free speech
forums. THE NEW LOOK MUST BE really making them TURN green with
envy. We can have green parachutes for all you war riminals- when
we release you over Iraq and now IRAN.
The world banker puppets BELOW
See Reptilian exposure link here ..

http://www.wiolawapress.com/G20.htm

ENLARGEMENT BELOW.. NOTICE THE GROSS ANOMALIES NON
HUMAN
SEVERAL ARE TWO TIERED REPTILIANS IN THE HEAD AREA
http://www.wiolawapress.com/G20.htm

BUSH LOOKING LEFT IN MIDDLE FRONT ROW
English: G20 Leaders Summit on Financial Markets and the
World Economy in Washington, D.C. on 15 November 2008.
They are (top row, left to right): Mario Draghi (Financial Stability Forum), Ban Kimoon (United Nations), Silvio Berlusconi (Italy), José Manuel Barroso (European
Commission), Gordon Brown (U.K.), Angela Merkel (Germany), José Luis Rodríguez
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Zapatero (Spain) , Recep Tayyip Erdoan (Turkey), Manmohan Singh (India), Stephen
Harper (Canada), Kevin Rudd (Australia), Taro Aso (Japan), Robert Zoellick (World
Bank), Dominique Strauss-Kahn (IMF); and (bottom row, left to right) Jan Kees
de Jager (Netherlands), Dmitry Medvedev (Russia), Cristina Fernández de Kirchner
(Argentina), Felipe Calderón (Mexico), Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono (Indonesia), Luiz
Lula da Silva (Brazil), George W. Bush (US), Hu Jintao (China), King Abdullah (Saudi
Arabia), Nicolas Sarkozy (France), Lee Myung-bak (South Korea), and Kgalema
Motlanthe (South Africa)

ENLARGED FURTHER AND CUT INTO 3 SECTIONS FOR MORE CLARITY
to BLACK AND WHITE http://www.wiolawapress.com/G20.htm
LEFT SIDE GROUP OF PHOTO- can you see the one on the right
with two reptile beings inside the 'head'?

RIGHT SIDE DESATURATED AND ENLARGED
SOME WITH REPTILIAN SNOUT SHOULD BE EASY TO SEE AND THE STRANGE
ANOMALIES YOU SEE IN MOST OF THEM
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MIDDLE SECTION ENLARGED AND DESATURATED>>
THE BEING ON THE TOP LEFT IS MERKEL OF GERMANY.. JUST ONE GROSS NON
HUMAN WITH AN ENORMOUSE HEAD AND AN ATTACHED HEAD ON TOP.. PLUS
DO U SEE THE CRITTER IN THE BACK ROW BEHIND THE LARGER BEING WITH
HIS HEAD LOOKING OUT TO U?
BUSH IS MIDDLE FRONT ROW CENTER
MERKEL HERE BELOW- WEIRD ET
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August 2009
MARTIAL LAW IN CANADA !!!
EI running out for many + Federal Reserve Corruption/CounterfeitingIlluminati's Solution =FLU SHOT+ PANDEMIC + Economic Collapse +
Genocide
Help

George HELP!- There are DRAGONS in our Government and other

Corporations!!!

Canada ban: Galloway faces his accusers a Jewish Defence
League (JDL) "Terrorist"
December 02, 2008

Harper SHUT DOWN parliament

- to avoid confidence vote, stay in power & force thru his rightwing agenda. Opposition parties make
agreement to defeat Harper government on belt tightening economic plan. The Liberals and the New
Democrats had a deal to form a coaliton government and push the Stephen Harper Conservatives out of office.
The agreement was also signed by the Bloc Quebecois although they were not to be part of the coalition. Liberal
leader Stepahne Dion and the NDPs Jack Layton signed the accord which would see the two parties work together
until June 2011. Gilles Duceppe of the Bloc Quebecois also signed the agreement which would see his party
support the coalition till June 2010, though the BQ would not be part of the coalition. The move came after
finance minister Jim Flaherty tabled an economic and fiscal update last week that did not include a stimulus
package for the recession that has gripped the Canadian and global economies. In the package was a plan to
end government funding of political parties implemented by the Chretien government to stop
politicians from being beholden to the corporations that give them money, a decision to take away
the right to strike for public service unions, a move to cut financing for litigation in pay equity
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hearings, and selling off government assets. The opposition quickly jumped on the Harper and Flahertys
austerity and belt
tightening proposals and laissez-faire attitude at a time when nations around the world were pumping money into
their economies to boost consumer confidence and threatened to bring down the government. Fearing theyd
made a blunder Flaherty removed the abolition of party funding and backed off from taking away the right to
strike for public workers from the bill. The Prime Minister also postponed the vote on the bill by a week to
December the 8th. In the meantime the opposition got together to discuss a coalition and spent all weekend
working on the deal and had told Governor General Michaelle Jean that they had enough votes to form a
goverment. Involved in the negotiations were former Prime Minster Jean Chretien and former NDP leader Ed
Broadbent. The Conservatives had attacked the idea of a coalition saying it was unconstitutional and went as far
as recording a conference call by the NDP caucus trying to say that this was not about the economy but a power
grab. The Bloc and NDP responded by reminding Harper that he had asked for a similar agreement in 2005 when
he tried to topple then Prime Minister Paul Martins minority government. The deal by the Liberals and the New
Democrats would see a 24 member cabinet with the Liberals getting eighteen ministers and the NDP getting 6 as
well as 6 parliamentary secretaries. This would be historic because the New Democrats have never formed or
been part of the Federal government in Canada. The question remained of who would lead the coalition as Liberal
Leader Stephane Dion stepped down after the Liberal Leadership convention. Sunday Night in Toronto the 3
Leadership candidates Michael Ignatieff, Bob Rae and Dominic LeBlanc came to an agreement, and at a liberal
caucus meeting on Monday the vote was unanimous. Free download: http://therealnews.com Category:
Nonprofits & Activism

Jewish Canadians: "We are ashamed of the Canadian government's support
of Israel's genocide of Palestine" outside of conservative MP Peter Kent's
office - 01.17.2009

xxx

Dave Wilson Narrowly Defeats Rival In
Controversial Race To Become Police Union
Boss
2006/10/11 | CityNews.ca Staff

Comment |
0 Recommends (click to recommend)
| Add to Favorites
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STORY TOOLS
EMAIL THIS STORY
PRINT THIS STORY
SMALLER / LARGER TEXT
SIGN UP FOR NEWS ALERTS

The race to head up the union representing Toronto Police has ended in controversy.
Incumbent Dave Wilson managed to retain his leadership as Toronto Police Association
president, but the margin of victory was razor-thin, with only 24 votes separating him from
challenger Mike McCormack when the mail-in ballots were counted.
"Anytime there is an election or campaign like this, there is a certain division that happens in the
membership," Wilson admitted. "We need to bring everyone back to the same room, the same
page. Moving ahead we have issues from the past couple of years that will continue forward."
Among those issues, an Association lawsuit against current Toronto police chief Bill Blair over the
discipline of uniformed officers during a political demonstration last year.
McCormack will reportedly request a recount given the slim number of votes separating the two.
Also, there was concern that since 83 per cent of Toronto officers live outside of the city their
ballots may not have arrived in time given Monday's holiday.
Wilson campaigned on the idea of moving away from the bullying tactics of the past and
becoming a more professional union. That strategy netted him 1,915 votes, compared to 1,891
for McCormack.
McCormack, the son of former police chief William McCormack, was recently cleared on Police
Act allegations of corruption stemming from ties to a used car salesman with alleged mob
connections. Before becoming a union director he walked the beat at 51 Division.
There are approximately 7,700 uniformed and civilian members of the police union.
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Bill Blair (police chief)
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Jump to: navigation, search

Bill Blair

Chief of the Toronto Police Service
In office
2005 – present
Preceded by Mike Boyd
Born
Nationality
Spouse(s)
Alma mater

Scarborough, Ontario
Canadian
Susan Blair
University of Toronto

William Sterling "Bill" Blair, OOM[1] is the current Chief of Police of Toronto,
Ontario. He was appointed on April 6, 2005, and assumed his duties on April 26. He took
over from interim chief Mike Boyd, who had served for just over a month following the
end of Julian Fantino's contract.
Chief Blair is also President of the Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police[2], a private
association which is a member of the Canadian 'Coalition for Gun Control'[3].
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[edit

What To Do NOW!!
STOP USURY (Usury is defined as immoral interest on money that causes
wars, poverty, scarcity and violence)
A new political party called THE SERENITY PARTY focuses on the youth and those
adults who are jaded with conventional politics.
Essentially, THE SERENITY PARTY is a holistic, pro-active, re-educational,
empowerment party.... with READY SOLUTIONS for everyone in Canada.
We aim to address and serve the current problems of war, violence, poverty, scarcity and
lack by focusing on economic reform – (a) abolishing usury and (b) eliminating income
taxes.
Together, we are intent on co-creating serenity, peace, prosperity and financial freedom
for ALL.
After you have viewed the HolyHealthy.com DVD or website, hopefully you will be
motivated to take radical action and be ready and willing to facilitate a political miracle.
Your first positive action is to sign the ‘Declaration of a member of the party’ attached,
then forward it to:
THE SERENITY PARTY, 416-419-9023 Toronto, Ont.
TORONTO CENTRE RIDING
Elections Canada will send you a confirmation letter which YOU MUST COMPLETE
and return indicating that you support THE SERENITY PARTY’S application for
registration. THE SERENITY PARTY is required to solicit 250 electors to achieve and
maintain its official, political party status.
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When THE SERENITY PARTY is duly registered, it will create Electoral District
Associations and solicit donations to advance these radical economic reforms at the
fastest possible rate. Let’s do this as fast as possible.

Do it NOW! Now Is The Time For Serenity, Peace and Love.
Enjoy The Present, Re-Build Local Community,
Accentuate The Positive And Choose"A Usury Free Lifestyle"...
In Service To Humanity,
Dana Horochowski
Founder, THE SERENITY PARTY
Websites:
www.holyhealthy.com; www.canadastreetnews.com; www.jrgenius.com;
www.serenityglobal.com;
Offices: 416-419-9023

SERENITY GLOBAL Network
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Serenityglobal page 2

June 22 to 30 2010 (June 26 Full Moon= 06 26 2010= 6-11 or 8)

BYE BYE Canada. You will RISE
from the Ashes FIRST!
New Paradigm Details and SOLUTION
AMERICAN INDIAN ANCIENT PROPHESY
A day will come when the animals, winged ones and those who swim will begin to
disappear. The eagle, bear, wolf and
buffalo will be scarce because people

will become greedy and will
not love each other. The sky
will become black and the trees
and plants will die. The beautiful
rainbow will disappear because people
will not remember to keep the Mother Earth sacred and will destroy its beauty.

Children of the Rainbow Warriors will come before all destroyed
and they will love the trees and the animals. They will love and respect each other and they will help people to
live in peace with all creation. The rainbow in the sky will return as a sign of the Creator's grace.

An Invitation to all Indigenous, Aboriginal People, and those who support our values
Kinakwii welcomes your thoughts, your ideas, your questions, your feelings, your criticism, your fears, your compliments and your
participation. We seek to build on all Indigenous Aboriginal heritages. We anticipate that Kinakwii will become not just a nation, but a
confederacy of nations.
Open Kinakwii Invitation & Declaration of Nationhood PDF
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Credo Mutwa on Barack Obama // Rainbow Angels / Children of the Feather
FALSE PROPHETS /FAKE MESSIAHS AHEAD PLAYLIST

HUMANITY has the POWER WITHIN to be their own deliverer.
YOU MUST GET INTO BROTHERLY, UNCONDITIONAL LOVE.
HUMANITY MUST TAKE BACK HER/HIS POWER.

WORSHIP NO ONE!
You are DIVINE.
FORGIVE EACHOTHER.
LOVE ONE ANOTHER. www.serenityglobal.com

Descended Disasters are still planning their Fake ALIEN Invasion. Plan to keep messing up
their plans! http://secondcoming.insights2.org/

NESARA Breakdown & World Refinancing PlansTHESE ARE IMPOSTER REPTILIAN SHAPESHIFTERS in
cahoots with Marduk Ra, Samjaza and Azazel
http://www.welcomethelight.com/2009/05/mark-nesara-breakdown-world-refinancing-plans/

Lilith and the Locust Queen Apocalyptic Update June 23 2010
http://www.scribd.com/doc/33479634/Lilith-and-the-Locust-Queen-Update-June-23-2010 I have to kick Sangrailian and Laird in the EGO
ASS because their selfish AGENDA will HURT us all. Do not let apocalyptic whores destroy HUMANITY. ( Like a grandmother...act
harshly but fairly. No emotional attachments. )
According to the Gnostics, Judeo-Christian

salvationism is the primary ploy
of the Archons, an alien implant. Our
capacity to discern alien forces working in our minds is crucial to survival and co-evolution with Gaia who, as
Sophia, accidentally produced the Archons in the first
place.http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/alien_archons02.htm
As inorganic entities of two types, embryonic and reptilian, Archons can at moments penetrate the terrestrial
atmosphere and terrorize humans, although there is no reason or order to these forays, for the aliens cannot remain
for very long in the biosphere and, anyway, they have no master plan to accomplish here. The risk they pose by
invading our mental software is far greater than any physical risk they might pose by erratically breaching the
biosphere. Working through telepathy and suggestion, the Archons attempt to deviate us from our proper course of evolution. Their
most successful technique is to use religious ideology to insinuate their way of thinking and, in effect, substitute their mind-set for ours.
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/alien_archons02.htm

An Aeon is a god understood, not in theological terms, but in terms of the
physics of consciousness.
Aeons are not entities but processes that may best be conceptualized as
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immense currents, but currents that are alive, self-aware, sensuous. The
hence the Aeon

Goddess Sophia who becomes embodied as Gaia is an Aeon,

Sophia.

Aeons are gendered. In some Gnostic scenarios the male counterpart to the female Aeon Sophia is the Aeon Christos.
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/alien_archons02.htm

Virgin of the World Persephone or Koré,"- I am present; I, who am Nature, the parent of things, mistress of all the
elements, initial progeny of the ages, the highest of the divinities, queen of departed spirits, the first of the celestials, of Gods
and Goddesses the sole likeness of all. Those who are enlightened by the emerging rays of the
rising sun, the Æthiopians and Aryans, and likewise the Egyptians, call me Queen Isis.' .
Isis, whether as Artemis (Good Fortune), or as Hekate
(Evil Fortune), is the controlling
and illuminating influence of the soul
while remaining within the jurisdiction
of Nature and Time;

Demeter, the Divine Intelligence,
represents the heavenly fountain or
super-mundane source, whence the soul
originally draws her being, and as such, is concerned directly, not with her
exile and wanderings in material conditions, but with her final recovery from
generation and return to the celestial abodes. There are many divine
fountains contained in the essence of the Demiurgus of the world; and that
among these there are three of a very distinguished rank, namely, the fountain of souls, or Juno
(Hera), the fountain of virtues, or Minerva (Athena), and the fountain of nature, or Diana (Artemis).
http://www.sacred-texts.com/eso/vow/vow05.htm

The Apocrypha http://www.sacred-texts.com/chr/apo/index.htm
Gnosticism and Hermetica

http://www.sacred-texts.com/gno/index.htm

Time for YOU to start the NEW PARADIGM in your
COMMUNITY. Follow us! The WAMPUM WAY.
DaisyDishes.info
GardenGurus.info
FreeFreeEnergy.info
AguaOriginals.info
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How you could be preparing for this growing season.
Ontario April 2010
Locally gather a list of people who are interested in community
gardening, handy man services, free energy gadgets, global
cooperative
Find as many products, services, courses and ideas as you can, that
could be shared with community currency, group
cooperation/class and/or volunteer. usuryfree.info

-Community Currency-Assign those committed to grass
roots revival 100 serenity shares. (This is their asset, vote,
cooperative share,score, piece of the pie). Draw up your own
constitution of rights and freedoms among yourselves. Keep it closed to those you trust. Creating
Community Currency: A Bartering System http://ca.dummies.com/how-to/content/creating-community-currency-abartering-system.html

-10 points for 1 hour work or equivalent. Make a list of what products and services each of you can
offer. Commit to sharing those necessities. Global Cooperative. Starts with you first. Accept your local
community currency and connect with others that are locally self sufficient. Unite as a Sovereign Nation
of Children of the Light

Community Currency Global Cooperative
Wampum From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
For your local community, a typical ad you can post for free to start up the NEW PARADIGM in
your area

Community Currency Cooperative 3/19/2010 This is for the Sault Ste Marie area group.
Let's restore our family and community values.
Interested in exchanging products and services as a global cooperative, using community currency?
(eg. gardening, tutoring, handyman, daycare, errands, products, housing. rentals,services)

Dana www.serenityglobal.com ( Use your own response email here)

GOOD RIDDANCE- NEW WORLD ORDER.

HELLO Sovereign CANADA!
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Welcome to the Republic of Canada; A Proposed Declaration of Independence
OwenSoundsOff

“We The People Of Canada” Stand today truly Strong and Free as aRepublicfreeto seekitsown destinywithout foreign interference.United asCanadianswe officially andpeacefully
cease to accepttheQueen ofEnglandnor herheirs andsuccessorsas theExecutive Power of Canada.
TheGovernorGeneralof Canada’s Federal Parliament and likewisetheLieutenant Governorsof each
respective Province of Canadaare herebypermanentlyrelieved of theirdutiesasagents of the
Monarchyin our legislatures,your positionsas of todayno longer exist.Your Positions will be replaced by
four publicly elected officials for eachlegislature that are publicly elected as“People’s Protectors”of
the“New Constitution”and“New Bill ofRights”which will soon be promulgated to replace the
originaldocuments of the same name. Each Parliament of Canada will have a publiclyelected Senate with
two elected “People’s Protectors” with two elected officialsof the same title in each respective Parliament
in Canada. TheNewConstitutionwill be thefoundation of our nationlaying outall responsibilities of
governmentandlimiting their powerwhileensuring the protection ofthe freedom and health of all
Canadians.ConstitutionalProtectorswill ensureall
lawsandpoliciesareconstitutionally compliant.
The Commander in Chief of the Canadian Army, Navy and
Air force will no longer

be the Queen of
England nor her heirs or
successors. As of today the
Commander in Chief of the
three branches of full time
military will be Canada’s
Prime Minister with the
electoral oversight of both the
elected Federal Parliament and Senate. Any act of foreign aggression or
intervention by our military must be in full compliance of our New
Constitution, Parliament / Senate Majority Support and People’s
Referendum. Canada’s full time military must be dedicated to the sovereignty of our nation and the
national defence of our land and waterways. Each Province will draft its own Constitution and at that
point will have the authority to form its own militia, Air Force and Naval Reserve. (Current militia units
will come under provincial jurisdiction respectively) Military connection, agreement and or treaty under
the Security and Prosperity Partnership, NATO, UN, NORAD and Civil Assistance Plan will cease as
of today. Canada must maintain a peaceful existence but at the same time adequately guard herself
from all enemies foreign and domestic.
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All treaties, conventions, declarations and agreements that Canada has
with the United Nations and its affiliates no longer are valid as of
today. International/ Foreign Relations in all affairs will be negotiated
and voted by majority through a fully (New) constitutionally compliant
Federal Parliament and Senate. Foreign Policy and International
Treaties will be subject to
People’s Referendum upon
popular public request to
their respective elected
Members of Federal
Parliament and or Federal
Senate. Foreign Diplomats and other non-elected officials will
explicitly not be able to implement official rules, laws or
policy that effects Canadians.

Canada’s listing as a Privately Traded
Corporation with US Security and Exchange Commission along with the provinces will no
longer be valid, we will no longer honour that contract as of today.
The Security and Prosperity Partnership, NAFTA and TILMA are no longer valid as of today. Canada’s
federally administered natural resources are the property of the People of Canada, all corporations
extracting those resources in Canada will be taxed in the amount required to fund the education, health
care, infrastructure, defence and other costs that are incurred in maintaining the highest possible living
standard for Canadians. All non-corporate individuals in Canada will be exempted from personal
Income tax, provincial tax and similar. The GST will end as of today. Corporations will pay for all of
Canada’s operational expenses, whether they are foreign or domestically owned. Those individuals
making a total personal income of over $100,000 per annum will pay a 5% tax on all income over that
amount, these individuals will come under the New Commercial Corporation Guidelines Act. The
proceeds from this taxation will go directly to augment funds available so that any needy Canadians can
be supplied with the best quality food and natural health care possible.
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All issuance of monetary currency in Canada will as of today
will be maintained through the publicly owned Bank of
Canada. Money will be issued interest free to all levels of
government in Canada. The value of Canada’s currency will
guaranteed by the total sum of the resource wealth in our
nation under federal administration. Our policy must be for
100% self sufficiency in a Canada that feeds itself,
manufactures all the goods it requires and builds its own and
maintains its own publicly owned infrastructure and public
services. Low interest financial credit will be made available to individuals, groups and communities
with approved business plans to ensure Canada’s self sufficiency, maintain and support free enterprise,
build independent communities and encourage/ develop community and independent agriculture.
Canada will cease to borrow money from any foreign banks, all
current government debts will be cleared immediately at no cost
to the public. All banking in Canada will be a federally
administered publicly owned institution which can supply credit
to corporations that operate within Canada’s New Constitution
and New Commercial Corporation Guidelines. An alternate
currency will be created for foreign exchange and for visitors to
Canada to use.
All Canadians are Equal Share Holders in the Free and Fully Independent Republic of Canada. No
Canadian shall go without a igh minimum standard of living and each individual must be encouraged
and supported to reach his or her maximum potential. Private Property is the Property of those deeded to
the land under common law.
Non-Corporate Individuals legally Residing in Canada are in a realm of Common Law as of today.
As God Is My Witness—Douglas M Schapira
Please contact Owen Sound Free Press with your ideas and comments about this concept
osfreepress@gmail.com

Blowing Our Tax Dollars on Wind Farms and News About the NWO
http://windfarms.wordpress.com:80/

AMAZING SPEECH BY WAR VETERAN
Our real enemies are not those living in a distant land whose names or
policies we don't understand; The real enemy is a system that wages
war when it's profitable, the CEOs who lay us off our jobs when it's
profitable, the Insurance Companies who deny us Health care when
it's profitable, the Banks who take away our homes when it's
profitable. Our enemies are not several hundred thousands away.
They are right here in front of us
- Mike Prysner
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Doug Schapira, AKA Burning Arrow
It is sad that our

troops are carrying out similar
atrocities, and have been doing it for a while.
Shamefully I saw and was "indirectly" responsible for some similar
abuse while a UN Peace Keeper (oxymoron indeed)overseas as a
Canadian Soldier in the mid 80s to mid 90s. The tragic part about

our troops in Afghanistan is that they are actually
serving under the UN -- The ISAF or International Security
Assistance Force that is at the top of the command pyramid of the
Afghan Mission is actually ran by the United Nations. As a young
soldier I tried to report the abuse I knew about and was chastised,
threatened and even punished for trying to do what I thought was
right!!! The emotional scars and nightmares carry on some twenty
years later.
I also found out early on that the UN

is totally
unaccountable to anyone and that concerns me. Currently our nation has been
smeared as an aggressive nation with our participation in torture and war in
Afghanistan. We are also being presented as an nation that cannot handle its internal affairs,
terrible treatment of our Indigenous population and soon our defacto federal government
will stand down for 2 months. What is the potential here?
stage seems set for an international issue to arise ---let's hope I am wrong. Trust me we do not want too see foreign
World, many hold us as accountable for their suffering,
similar to those ignorant and misinformed among us who falsely blame the Taliban or Chinese
People for our misfortunes
The

UN troops in Canada. Especially if they are from the Third

.
I really like to try and appeal to our soldiers

to
become confidential members of
Oath Keepers of Canada (OKC).Don't
hesitate to print off this link and keep it handy as a
handout to pass to our soldiers and police. OKC

reminds them that they are there to
protect us, not the giant multinational gangster corporations, not
the Queen/ the Illuminati and not the
interests of World Government. Our
soldiers need to protect Canada and
Canadians, we must not come in conflict with our military personnel,
it's the bait the World Government wants us to bite into if we do.
Our soldiers are sworn allegiance to "Queen Elizabeth, her Heirs and Successors" It is
interesting to point out that the British North America Act of 1867 (BNA) or Constitution of Canada
was amended in 1893, at that point the original part about the executive power in Canada being
enshrined in the "Queen, her Heirs and Successors" was removed, but our soldiers are still

sworn to the "Queen's heirs and successors" The Current Constitution states the
Executive Power in Canada as the "Queen" Period!

Please note the following excerpts of our "Constitution..."
15. Command of Armed Forces to continue to be vested in the Queen. -- The Command-in-Chief of the Land and Naval Militia, and of all
Naval and Military Forces, of and in Canada, is hereby declared to continue to be vested in the Queen.
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16. Seat of Government of Canada. -- Until the Queen otherwise directs, the Seat of
Government of Canada shall be Ottawa.

Please note the following oath all soldiers, police and elected official
take in Canada...
I, [name], do Solemnly swear (affirm) that I will be faithful and bear true allegiance to Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth the Second, Queen of Canada, Her Heirs and Successors
according to law, forever. So help me God.

I have rescinded my oath to the Queen that I took twice while in
the army. My concern is that if another executive power moves into Canada, our military is

the Executive Authority, The

already pre-pledged to be loyal to any "successor" that may take over, as our Queen could be
perceived to no longer be the bona fide Monarch. Why was the Executive Power in the BNA
changed from including the Queen's "Heirs & Successors" after 1893? The "Queen" they seem
to be referring to was Queen Victoria, who died in 1901, did the monarchy die in Canada in
1901? Who is the official Executive Authority in Canada? There is outstanding evidence that
and so forth over Canada is as follows.... "Governs by Custom, Convention and

Queen
Tradition, Not Lawful Right" Re: Supreme Court Ruling 1950.

Furthermore (see above) Read section 16 of the BNA --- The Queen can change the "seat of government" in Canada at her prerogative.
Depending on how you interprete this section it seems that there is no question whether the "Seat of Government" is going to be changed the
question is, "When?" It does not specify that the "Seat of Government" of in Canada, if changed, even needs to be

in Canada!! Frightening indeed when you couple that with the fact that there is no specific provision in the BNA or Constitution for a
Prime Minister of Canada????

My Fellow Canadians, we are potentially in a big mess! Please print off the following link to
Oath Keepers of Canada and pass a copy to your neighbourhood cop or cousin in the army. Post it to
your site or email to your friends...
http://owensoundfreepress.com/?p=1150

Please join me Doug Schapira as I will be hosting a weekly radio show, "Canadian Veterans, Oath
Keepers of Canada"- every Sunday at 3:30 PM to 5:00 PM Eastern Time on the following link....
http://therealpublicradio.net/

A View From Inside
Canada." Every Saturday from 5:30 PM until 7:00 PM- Eastern Time- A show that will
I will be also hosting a radio show on the same link as above "

explore the problems regarding Canada as in current affairs and more so over the
fundamental problems with our socio-political archetype. We need an

overarching solution to what is causing the problems in Canada.
This is a Solution Based Program-- Please join me, as I will be asking some of
you to be guests on this show and or to actually host it from time to time as I am involved in a
flurry of undertakings and cannot possibly run all this myself. The Input of the The

People of Canada on these shows is essential!
I will also be a guest on the Monday Brown Bagger Radio Show on the second half of this hour long presentation - Reg Argue, the host, is a
former Canadian Soldier and a member of the Oath Keepers Of Canada. We will be discussing
our Constitution and potential long and short term solutions to the current mess our wonderful
Canada is experiencing. Join us on the link below between Noon and 1PM Eastern or as the show
is based in BC Canada- between 3PM and 4PM Pacific Time
http://www.coopradio.org/guide/monday.html

Through The Attainment OF Independence & Thus Freedom We
Can Have Peace & Justice, For ALL Canadians... Long Live Canada,
Our True North Strong & Free!
Doug Schapira, AKA Burning Arrow
www.owensoundfreepress.com
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$=SLAVERY S=SERENITY NEW PARADIGM DETAILS, WORLD WAMPUM vs
NWO WORLD DOLLAR, Kinakwii nation- united nations for children of the light
who honour the EARTH.

The Nation's Deathbed- HERE IS THE DOWNLOAD (flv)
ALL THINGS COMMON:
The Communal Way of Tribal Life that Jesus Taught ( ignore the New Age St
Germain Stuff)

Visual Version Trilogy Book Three
Audio Version: Trilogy Book Three
(on the Adobe Reader tool bar, simply click View>Read out loud )

Canada's Human Trafficking, RCMP Crimes, Corporate Criminals, SOLUTION,
Canadastreetnews.com // Canada's Child Crimes Kid's Next Door
Kevin Annett

http://www.canadastreetnews.com/kevinannett.htm

We need your IMMEDIATE funding support for a City Law Centre for the HOMELESS and
Underemployed in Toronto

Citylawcentre.info

10 03 2009

We have solutions, let's SOLVE THIS MESS!
http://www.serenityglobal.com/

DOWNLOAD LATEST CRAMNOTE HERE
We have to clear the

negative energies before we get to

EDEN.
NAMASTE ALL DANA
NEW PARADIGM DETAILS, WORLD
WAMPUM vs NWO WORLD DOLLAR,
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kinakwii nation- united nations for children of the light who honour the EARTH.
Preserving our 7 colours of the rainbow for 7 generations

Welcome to the NEW PARADIGM of ONENESS, PEACE
and PROSPERITY for ALL

New Paradigm Details
Networking small businesses and
independent individuals using community
currency and cooperation.
The Rising Feminine Energy

The Good News
Take time to review the issues
that endanger our
very existence at this current time in history
www.canadastreetnews.com
www.holyhealthy.com
jrgenius.com; scribd.com/jrgenius; jrgenius channel

USURY FREE WEEK events and pics !! Let's free our MONEY SYSTEM!!
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Dec 11 2009 New World Disorder and Serenity Global NOW NOW NOW//
JrGenius International Schools-Freedom for Humanity
New Paradigm here....starting with the Rainbow Warriors in Toronto Centre and
radiating out, thru-out the world via our 7 colours of the rainbow, for 7 generations

Jr. Genius International Schools
Jrgenius.Com Project

A GLOBAL Revolution in Education

Jr Genius Educational Services Info
http://www.scribd.com/jrgenius for the link to IMPORTANT FILES off server.

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLS- Jrgenius.com Project
(or right click and Save Target as)
http://www.CityLawCentre.info, http://www.canadastreetnews.com, http://www.jrgenius.com,
http://www.serenityglobal.com, http://www.torontostreetnews.info, http://www.lovecry.info,
http://www.usuryfree.info

CityLawCentre.info for Justice in a time of Great Injustice // Usury Free Movement
for a Free Planet NOW
We need to strengthen the weakest link in society, restore humanity and EDEN. Let's have a New
World Disorder with Usury Free Community Currency, rebuild the Illuminati Pyramid into a
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GLOBAL SERENITY EGG and establish the Serenity Party Political movement, starting in Toronto
Centre, where the Rainbow Warrior energy is.Here we can seed the New Paradigm that will radiate
through out the world through our cultural mosiac and support, teach/train anyone in need, with life
giving skills, truth, unconditional love, revolutionary knowledge and community currency.

A Revolution in Education
denounce THE SATANIC GOVERNMENT HERE
SERENITY PARTY-register and STOP THE NEW WORLD ORDER

FORM to enroll in our Community Currency PROGRAMS to be automated
via internet soon
pdf format here

We are currently developing a network of products and services to offer on this site. If
you are interested in knowing more about the Serenity Network, please contact Dana or
email danah@jrgenius.com

An Invitation to all Indigenous, Aboriginal People, and those who support our
values
Kinakwii welcomes your thoughts, your ideas, your questions, your feelings, your
criticism, your fears, your compliments and your participation. We seek to build on
all Indigenous Aboriginal heritages. We anticipate that Kinakwii will become not
just a nation, but a confederacy of nations.
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Open Kinakwii Invitation & Declaration of Nationhood PDF

Page 2
What is a starseed?

// Who Are The Crystal Children? // Who are the Indigo children?
Serenityglobal page 2

OUR THEME SONG HERE
Utopia Alanis Morissette // Enlightened Warrior

Rainbow ANGELS- there is hope 4 min
lyrics

download video
BIOGRAPHY for Dana Horochowski- upon registration-SERENITY PARTY
FEDERAL LEADER FOR TORONTO CENTRE
Print flyer
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Canada Street News
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The Wave of Love A movie about awakening humanity and hence the collective
consciousness to a blissful state of simply BEing LOVE. Visit www.thewaveoflove.com //

I CHOOSE LOVE 2 A choice for humanity, Love or Fear. What do you choose? ichooselove.org
Return of the Goddess
White Buffalo Calf Woman
Red Elk's Great Vision http://www.redelk.net/website/Great_Vision.htm
8th fire. anishinabe.info, jrgenius.com
The Prophecy of the 8th Fire
They will come to a

fork in the road.

One road will lead to Materialism
for almost all living creatures.
The other

and Destruction,

road will lead to a Spiritual Way upon which the Native People will be standing.

path will lead to the lighting of the 8th fire,
a period of eternal peace, harmony
and a "New Earth".
This

Where the destruction of the past will be healed.
http://www.the8thfire.org/

Indigo Children
Cosmic Paradigm- Mark's Corner
Seeds of Truth and Light
The Secret Formula for Utopia-What the World Tomorrow will be like
and why it will be that way.

What About Our Education?
FIREWALL - In Defense of Nation State
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Dear Global Money Reformer: For us money reformers to be effective we all
have to be recommending the same thing, or at least close to the same thing! Towards
this end, I have a number of questions/comments for you to respond to. Thank you.
Some of the points that I make represent my personal policies, and others are just simple
questions to see where you stand; so that any future recommendations that I would make
would be as wise as is possible.
1. All money, as it is created, shall be issued interest free?
2. All money, as it is created, shall be issued debt free (Means Interest Free)?
3. Money for each of the 247 individual nations of the globe shall be created separately
by the 247 individual governments (fiscal governments) of these 247 nations?
4. Money for each of the 247 individual nations of the globe shall be created separately
by 247 separately elected "institutes" (money creation governments)?
5. There can be many other questions, but I believe that the ones that I have asked here
are the main ones, and are good ones for us to at least start with!
Albert Opstad, 10821-140 St., Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada T5M 1S4, T:780-453-2011, Email:
aopstad@telus.net>, February 16, 2009, 1:30 PM
MST.

11 12 2009 Friday, November 13th 2009 The UsuryFree Network presents...
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~The Launch of the 5th Annual
UsuryFree Week~@
Conspiracy Culture - TORONTO,
CANADA
Usury u-su-ry [yoo-zhuh-ree] - noun, plural -ries.
1. the lending or practice of lending money at an
exorbitant interest.
2. an exorbitant amount or rate of interest, esp. in excess of the legal rate.
3. Obsolete. interest paid for the use of money.

5th Annual Global Usury Free Week - November 13 to 19th, 2009 / Money As Debt
Usuryfree creatives advocate shopping locally. A new word, 'locavores' has been created to describe those
consumers who choose to shop locally. The obvious, supporting catalyst that encourages consumers to shop locally is the
networking of family, friends, neighbours, working colleagues, small to medium-sized retail businesses and home-based
enterprises so that a database of products, services, talents, etc., can be listed for inter-trading. All who choose to
participate will be re-educated about how they can create and spend their own usuryfree community
currency. Armed with their re-education, they will be motivated to action with the spirit of re-building their respective
local community.
launching your own economic lifeboats and thereby being ready to abandon the
usury-based, Titanic of orthodox, debt money when their faltering, economic system goes down.
This sort of activity is being likened to

Our collective hope is that by the end of the week, we will have more usuryfree creatives talking not about the doom and
gloom of usury-based, orthodox economics, but rather about the possibility of joy and love, peace and prosperity for
everyone on this planet as we shift our collective consciousness and move ahead to a world of
usuryfree living.
For more specific information about the Fifth

Annual UsuryFree Day & Week, you are invited to read the following articles

which are posted at The UsuryFree Eye Opener: http://usuryfree.blogspot.com/2009/08/fifth-annual-usuryfree-dayweek-nov13th.html
http://usuryfree.blogspot.com/2009/08/invitation-to-participate-and-celebrate.html ; http://usuryfree.blogspot.com/2009/09/winged-lionawards.html; http://usuryfree.blogspot.com/2009/10/fifth-annual-usuryfree-day-week-looking.html
And do check The UsuryFree Eye Opener for any updated details that may be posted between now and November 13th 2009.

http://usuryfree.blogspot.com
Struggling Towns Begin Printing Their Own Cash By Pat Shannan
http://www.americanfreepress.net/html/struggling_towns__212.html

Paper Gold Market Is Going to Explode, Buy Physical Bullion NOW!
Good-Bye: Truth Has Fallen and Taken Liberty With It

http://www.infowars.com:80/good-bye-truth-has-fallen-and-

taken-liberty-with-it-2/
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Money as Debt II Promises Unleashed
Bailouts, stimulus packages, debt piled upon debt, where will it all end?
How did we get into a situation where there has never been more
material wealth & productivity and yet everyone is in debt to bankers?
And now, all of a sudden, the bankers have no money and we the
taxpayers, have to rescue them by going even further into debt! Money
as Debt II Explores the baffling, fraudulent and destructive arithmetic of
the money system that holds us hostage to a forever growing
DEBT...and how we might evolve beyond it into a new era.

Economic collapse is one of the final stages of the cabal's overall policy of world devastation. Many of their earlier phases of
contrived collapse have been largely unseen or ignored by most Americans. The final economic breakdown is now in its first stages with:
The failure and bankruptcy of financial institutions and businesses
The bursting of the housing bubble
Skyrocketing worker unemployment
$57 trillion debt caused by warprofiteering
Runaway inflation and skyrocketing oil and other commodities prices

The collapse of the dollar

The disintegration of the global environment:

global
environment is on the verge of collapse and there is no more
"After centuries of global capitalist accumulation, the

ecological space for another major expansion of global capitalism. The choice
is stark—either humanity will permit capitalism to

destroy the environment and therefore the material basis of human
civilization, or it will destroy capitalism first. The struggle
for ecological sustainability must join forces with the
struggles of the oppressed and exploited to rebuild the
global economy on the basis of production for human
needs in accordance with democratic and socialist principles."
http://www.hermes-press.com/collapse.htm

The Verichip, Swine Flu, And Universal Healthcare! Obama Ties To Big Pharma! They Want You
Chipped, Cy-Borged, And Dead! http://blacktalkradio.ning.com/forum/topics/the-verichip-swine-flu-and

We The People Will Not Be
Chipped!

American HEALTH CARE=Verichip =Mark of the Beast / Playlist
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WorldStreetNews.info, Community Currency, Jrgenius.com
Big Picture: NWO in Canada
BY DESIGN- EDUCATION is pumping out drops outs in mass numbers. NO JOBS, but LOTS
OF ARMY RECRUITMENTS. Your children are going to be sacrificed for the SATANIC
NWO.Why are we in Afghanistan?Tell me why-gaza
George Galloway vs. U.S Senate (5/17/05)
Get off the mind controlling MEDS, clean up your air, water, land, mind, body, life, aura and take
back your children, country, soul, and integrity. DO NOTHING and they will GENOCIDE and
enslave the planet. ONLY you..can change you! Only you can create WHO YOU

CHOOSE TO BE.

The Nation's Deathbed
THIS VIDEO IS TIMING OUT. HERE IS THE DOWNLOAD (flv) real media player is in
video section

Google Video has frozen the view count since February 2009 and has also reduced the 5 star ratings
by over 100, which effectively censors this film. Please spread this link and support the filmmakers
by obtaining a high quality DVD. Will we let the elite pull the plug on Canada's sovereignty? A
documentary exploring the Security and Prosperity Partnership and how it is a stepping stone for an
eventual North American Union. The film also explores the resistance movement to the SPP and the
protests of August 2007 in Montebello, Canada. To obtain a high-quality DVD, please visit:
http://pressfortruth.ca
Michael Tsarion - The Irish Origins Of Civilization Excerpts

-Full 10 hour DVD Series available from: irishoriginsofcivilization.com In his companion DVD Series to The Irish Origins of Civilization
(Volumes 1 and 2), Michael Tsarion discusses the historical significance of ancient Ireland and takes us on a truly fascinating journey
through time, from the Emerald Isle to Egypt and back again full circle. Along the way we are introduced to the Druids and also to their

destroyers, the Atonists. We discover the origins of the world's most powerful secret societies and the New World Order they
labor to create. We discover secret facts about the royal dynasties of Britain and Europe, the Empire of Rome, and about Masonic
influence in America. Featuring over 560 illustrations, and rare source material, this DVD series dramatically revolutionizes our view of
history and explains what can be done to combat the tyrannical forces that have long conspired to undermine truth, freedom and justice.
Also see http://www.michaeltsarion.com for all web domains. Intro by Chris Geo and MACBEATZ http://myspace.com/theglobalresistance

The Irish Origins of Civilization (Volume One) The Servants of Truth (Druidic Traditions and
Influence Explored) http://www.irishoriginsofcivilization.com/irishoriginsexcerpts/oldpage-irishorigins2.html
The pagan Irish and their goddesses far predate the Israelites and their preposterous brooding
consortless Jehovah. More importantly, the Jehovah of the bible was a corrupt rescripting of the ancient god
of the moon, worshipped in Egypt and Ireland from the earliest days. As we have shown, his name (Yehew or
Yahweh) originally came from the word for the yew tree. Of course, the references to trees and nature were stripped away by the
mythmongers. If they were not deleted, the Druidic elements within Judeo-Christianity would have been all the more
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obvious to educated investigators and readers. After the biblicists completed their tampering we were left with the wrathful

god of the
testaments - male, warlike, vengeful, and consortless. Yes, we have a renovated god, and we have his followers
now revealed to have been nobles within Egypt, privy to the arcane mysteries.
The Irish Origins of Civilization (Volume Two)
Akhenaton, the Cult of Aton, and the Dark Side of the Sun (Polemical Investigations into the
Extermination of Druidry and the Rise of Judeo-Christianity)
http://www.irishoriginsofcivilization.com/irishoriginsexcerpts/oldpage-irishorigins1.html

Aton is the god of NESARA= false god.http://nesara.insights2.org/2007.html. UFO / Lucifer/ Sanat
( Satan) Kumara/ New Age/ VATICAN deception
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